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O

ne of the ways we can understand ourselves
better is to look at the metaphors our culture
uses. Medieval and ancient peoples drew
their comparisons from nature. Today we often look
at things in terms of machines or computers. We
tell our unmotivated children they need to "get it in
gear." When we forget something because we have
too many other things going on, we complain that
our "hard drive is full."
The work of philosophers such as René Descartes
and scientists such as Isaac Newton started us in this
direction, as they began to see the world as a machine
and its workings as the kinds of mechanisms coming
increasingly into use in their time. When you are
surrounded by a certain kind of thing, you begin to
see other things in terms of it.
In recent years, the mechanical has been slowly
giving way to the digital. Instead of talking in
terms of rotating and pumping and pushing and
pulling, we think in terms of download speed
and bandwidth.
We tend to think of learning much as we think
of factories or computers. We talk of inputs and
outputs and performance and results. This is on
clear display, not only in how we purport to teach
children, but also in how we test them. We think
Chromebooks can replace teachers and that statistics
will prove that they can (they can't). In consequence,
schools come more and more to resemble factories,
and students to resemble products.
Older classical thinkers did not view the cosmos as
a machine, but as a vast and living organism.
This was reflected in the medieval bestiaries. A
bestiary was a book in which readers were invited
to learn lessons about life and about themselves
from the natural world. They were hand-written and
illustrated (in other words, created by people rather
than machines), and contained stories about real
and mythical animals. They called upon readers to
learn from them and to imitate their noble aspects.
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Animals were symbols of and pointers to the
meaning of the world, and instructive for human
behavior. And many of the lessons were theological.
It was believed that it was natural for "things to
appear in images," says Thomas Howard,
—royalty in lions and kings, strength in bulls and
heroes, industriousness in ants and beavers, delicacy in
butterflies and fawns, terror in oceans and thunder, glory
in roses and sunsets–so, of course, the god might appear
in flesh and blood, how else?

This could still be seen in the old school readers,
such as the McGuffey Readers. Even non-living things
were fodder for moral lessons:
If I were a sunbeam
I know where I'd go;
Into lowly hovels,
Dark with want and woe:
Til sad hearts looked upward,
I would shine and shine;
Then they'd think of heaven,
Their sweet home and mine.

This way of looking at the world reflected a belief
in a meaningful cosmos—an ordered and purposeful
universe which extended from the most seemingly
insignificant rock to the highest human sovereign—
and this view extended to the way students were
viewed and the way learning was conceived.
When the Roman orator Cicero cast about for
a metaphor for the difficulties of study and the
compensating rewards of knowledge, he found it in
his garden: "The roots are bitter, but the fruit is sweet."
Learning is largely a matter of being planted in
rich cultural soil so that the mental and spiritual
capabilities of students stand the best chance of being
properly developed. And we as parents and teachers
need to fertilize our students' souls with
good literature, as well as stake them
upright when they are young so
they can grow straight in the face
of the cultural winds that might
bend them in the wrong direction.
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The Classical Core Curriculum is a complete classical Christian curriculum that emphasizes the traditional liberal arts of language and
mathematics and the cultural heritage of the Christian West as expressed in the great works of history and literature. The curriculum has an early
focus on the basic skills of reading, writing, and arithmetic, and a special emphasis on Latin. Latin is the best way to gain an academic vocabulary,
to learn the formal system of grammar, and is, along with math, the best early critical thinking skills training. The study of the cultures of Athens
and Rome, as well as biblical and Church history, is designed to provide a basis for a proper understanding of European and American history.
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PRESCHOOL

$225 Full Set (all books + Curriculum Manual)
$30 Curriculum Manual Only
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Preschool Curriculum Manual
Prayers for Children
Jesus Is With Me
Jesus Hears Me
Jesus Knows Me
Big Red Barn
The Best Mouse Cookie
Little Fur Family
Bunny's Noisy Book
From Head to Toe
Goodnight Moon
Polar Bear, Polar Bear,
What Do You Hear?
• Brown Bear, Brown Bear,
What Do You See?
• Numbers, Colors, Shapes

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Very Busy Spider
Good Night, Gorilla
The Tale of Peter Rabbit
Fuzzy Yellow Ducklings
My Very First Book of Shapes
ABC: An Amazing Alphabet Book!
Put Me in the Zoo
Hand, Hand, Fingers, Thumb
Cars and Trucks From A to Z
My First Counting Book
The Animals' Christmas Eve
Big Dog ... Little Dog
Mr. Brown Can Moo! Can You?
My First Real Mother Goose
1 Is One

$140 Full Set (all books + 2-Day Curriculum Manual)
$45 Consumable Books Set (for additional students)
$30 Curriculum Manual Only
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jr. Kindergarten Curriculum Manual
Counting With Numbers
Numbers & Colors Book
Prayers for Children
Alphabet Books 1 & 2
Numbers Coloring Book
Alphabet Coloring Book
Alphabet Flashcards

• Alphabet Manuscript Wall Charts
• Richard Scarry's Best Mother
Goose Ever
• Big Thoughts for Little People
(Devotional)
• Hailstones and Halibut Bones (Poetry)
• The Book of Crafts: Jr. Kindergarten
• My Very Own Scissors Book

Character Building Supplements: Myself & Others Books I and II Core Sets (p. 44)
Supplemental Read-Aloud Program (p. 5) $370
A set of 34 classic picture books chosen for their beauty in prose and illustration.
A great addition to any children's library, one book is read aloud and discussed
each week in Jr. Kindergarten.

5-Day Junior Kindergarten Curriculum now available! | $200
Check out the book list: MemoriaPress.com/JK-5

Memoria Press Streaming
Our Streaming Instructional Videos are a digital alternative to
physical DVDs, and require only a device (computer, phone, tablet)
with internet access. They include the same thorough and engaging
teacher instruction as our DVDs. Purchase of a subscription gives
you 13 months of unlimited access to your videos, and extensions
can be purchased at 25% off before your membership ends.
Stream today at MemoriaPress.com/streaming
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Streaming Audio:
Prima Latina | Latina Christiana | First Form Latin
Second Form Latin | Lingua Angelica
Streaming Video:
Classical Composition | Traditional Logic I | Prima Latina | Latina Christiana
First Form Latin | Second Form Latin |Third Form Latin | Fourth Form Latin
First Form Greek | Greek Tragedies | Divine Comedy
Aeneid | Iliad | Odyssey | Algebra I | Algebra II | Biology
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READ-ALOUD PROGRAMS
To complete the Literature & Enrichment portion of the K-2 curriculum, you will need the weekly read-alouds. You may already
own many of these classic books, but you can also gather them at the library or purchase them from us.
We schedule Literature Read-Alouds and American History Read-Alouds for older students in our 3rd-6th grade curriculum manuals.
These grammar school sets are supplemental as time and interest permit.

Kindergarten Read-Aloud pictured. For a complete list of books in each set, visit MemoriaPress.com.
Jr. Kindergarten Read-Aloud $360
Kindergarten Read-Aloud $360
Kindergarten Science & Enrichment $345
First Grade Read-Aloud $345
First Grade Science & Enrichment $245
Second Grade Read-Aloud $345
Second Grade Science & Enrichment $193
Third Grade Read-Aloud Novels $175

Curriculum Manual Only $30
Consumables Only $110
Supplemental Read-Aloud sets
also available! (above)
CURRICULUM
MANUAL
Lesson Plans for One Year

Third Grade Read-Aloud Picture Books $330
Third Grade American/Modern $138 (p. 38)
Fourth Grade Read-Aloud $127
Fourth Grade American/Modern $78 (p. 38)
Fifth Grade Read-Aloud $109
Fifth Grade American/Modern $60 (p. 38)
Sixth Grade Read-Aloud $84
Sixth Grade American/Modern $56 (p. 38)
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KINDERGARTEN
PHONICS & SPELLING
100 Days of Summer Reading Book I; First Start Reading A-D; Classical Phonics (p. 44);
Phonics Flashcards (p. 45); Christian Liberty Nature Reader, Book K; Scamp and Tramp; Soft and White;
Fun in the Sun; Animal Alphabet Coloring Book; Core Skills Phonics K & 1

RETAIL

428.51

$

PACKAGE PRICE

320

$

CHRISTIAN
The Story Bible; Christian
Studies Enrichment (p. 67)

ENRICHMENT

MATH

Kindergarten Enrichment; Kindergarten Book of Crafts (p. 43);
Kindergarten Art Cards (p. 63); Animals, Animals; A Child's
Book of Poems; Music Enrichment (p. 43)

Numbers Book set (p. 43); Rod & Staff Arithmetic 1
Student (Part 1), Teacher, and Practice Sheets (p. 68);
FlashKids Addition & Subtraction Flashcards

PENMANSHIP
Copybook I; Composition &
Sketchbook I (p. 47)

OPTIONAL
Primary Phonics Readers, Set 1

NEED TO CUSTOMIZE?
Go to MemoriaPress.com or call
1-877-862-1097.

1-877-862-1097
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RETAIL

435.78

$

GRADE 1

PACKAGE PRICE

335

$

Curriculum Manual Only $30
Consumables Only $165
Supplemental Read-Aloud sets also available! (p. 5)

LITERATURE
StoryTime Treasures set; More StoryTime Treasures set (p. 56); Winter on the Farm; Christmas in the Big Woods;
Little House Christmas Treasury; 100 Days of Summer Reading Book II (p. 44)

PHONICS & SPELLING

PENMANSHIP

First Start Reading Book E (p. 44); Traditional Spelling I,
Spelling Practice Sheets, Spelling Supplemental Workbook (p. 45)

New American Cursive 1 (p. 46); Copybook II;
Composition & Sketchbook II; Cursive Practice
Sheets; Alphabet Wall Poster (p. 47); Penmanship
Tablet; Summer Cursive (p. 47)

MATH

OPTIONAL

Rod & Staff Arithmetic 1 Student (Parts 1-2) and Speed
Drills (p. 68)

Primary Phonics Readers,
Sets 2-6

CURRICULUM
MANUAL
Lesson Plans for One Year

ENRICHMENT
First Grade Book of Crafts (p. 43);
First Grade Enrichment (p. 43);
First Grade Art Cards (p. 63)

NEW USER ADD-ON SET $130
New to Memoria Press? You need these items from prior years.
Classical Phonics; Phonics Flashcards; A Child's Book of Poems; Animals, Animals; The Story Bible;
Christian Studies Enrichment; Rod & Staff Arithmetic 1 Teacher Manual and Practice Sheets;
FlashKids Addition & Subtraction Flashcards; Music Enrichment

NEED TO CUSTOMIZE?
Go to MemoriaPress.com or call
1-877-862-1097.
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Curriculum Manual Only $30
Consumables Only $205

GRADE 2

Supplemental Read-Aloud sets also available! (p. 5)
CURRICULUM
MANUAL
Lesson Plans
for One Year

SCIENCE
Rod & Staff
Patterns of Nature

AMERICAN/
MODERN

572.32

$

PACKAGE PRICE

LATIN
Prima Latina complete set (p. 20)

Stories of Great Americans
for Little Americans (p. 38)

RETAIL

420

$

Prima Latina
Streaming
Instructional
Videos Available!
(p. 4)

PENMANSHIP

MATH

GRAMMAR

New American Cursive 2 (p. 46); Copybook Cursive I;
Composition & Sketchbook II (p. 47);
Prima Latina Copybook (p. 20); Penmanship Tablet

Rod & Staff Arithmetic 2 Student (Units 1-5), Teacher (Parts
1-2), Blacklines; Rod & Staff Arithmetic 1 Speed Drills (p. 68)

English Grammar Practice (p. 27);
Core Skills Language Arts 2

LITERATURE

ENRICHMENT

Second Grade Literature set (p. 56); Second Grade Literature Dictionary (p. 56); 100 Days of Summer Reading Book III (p. 44)

Second Grade Enrichment (p. 43);
Second Grade Art Cards (p. 63);
Second Grade Book of Crafts (p. 43)

NEW USER ADD-ON SET $100
OPTIONAL

New to Memoria Press? You need these items from prior years.

Cursive Practice Sheets II (p. 47);
Easy Reader Classics (p. 45)

Classical Phonics; Phonics Flashcards; A Child's Book of Poems;
Animals, Animals; Music Enrichment; The Story Bible; Christian
Studies Enrichment; FlashKids Addition & Subtraction Flashcards

1-877-862-1097

PHONICS & SPELLING
Traditional Spelling II, Spelling Practice Sheets,
Spelling Supplemental Workbook (p. 45)
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RETAIL

843.69

$

GRADE 3

PACKAGE PRICE

505

$

Curriculum Manual Only $30
Consumables Only $255
Supplemental Read-Aloud sets also available! (p. 5)

LATIN

SCIENCE

Latina Christiana set, LC Review Worksheets
set (p. 21); Ludere Latine set (p. 20)

Mammals set (p. 62)

CURRICULUM
MANUAL
Lesson Plans
for One Year

AMERICAN/MODERN

WRITING

PENMANSHIP

MATH

States & Capitals set; FlashKids States
& Capitals Flashcards (p. 39)

All Things Fun &
Fascinating (p. 27)

New American
Cursive 3 (p. 46)

Rod & Staff Arithmetic 3 Student, Teacher, Supplemental
Worksheets and Key, Blacklines, Speed Drills (p. 68);
FlashKids Multiplication & Division Flashcards

CLASSICAL

GRAMMAR

SPELLING

D'Aulaires' Greek Myths set (p. 50); Timeline set (p. 53)

English Grammar Recitation and English
Grammar Recitation Workbook I set and
Flashcards (p. 27); Core Skills Language Arts 3

Spelling Workout D set

CHRISTIAN

LITERATURE/POETRY

Christian Studies I set; The Golden Children's
Bible; Memory Verse Flashcards;
Old Testament Flashcards (p. 67)

Third Grade Literature set (p. 56); Poetry for the Grammar Stage set (p. 59); The Best Christmas Pageant Ever

OPTIONAL

New to Memoria Press? You need this item from Second Grade.

Cursive Practice Sheets III
(p. 47)

Latina Christiana Flashcards $14.95

Latina Christiana
Streaming Instructional
Videos Available! (p. 4)
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Curriculum Manual Only $30
Consumables Only $115

GRADE 4

Supplemental Read-Aloud sets also available! (p. 5)
CURRICULUM
MANUAL

461.14

$

PACKAGE PRICE

SPELLING

MATH

Spelling Workout E set

Rod & Staff Arithmetic 4 Student, Teacher (Parts 1-2),
Tests, Speed Drills, Speed Drill Packet (p. 68)

Lesson Plans for One Year

RETAIL

355

$

LITERATURE
Fourth Grade Literature set (p. 56); Papa Panov's Special Christmas; Twelve Days of Christmas; A Promise Kept: The Story of Christmas; Good King Wenceslas

WRITING

SCIENCE

PENMANSHIP

GRAMMAR

Classical Composition I: Fable Student,
Teacher, DVDs (p. 27)

The Book of Astronomy set (p. 62)

Copybook Cursive II (p. 47)

Core Skills Language Arts 4

Transitioning to the Classical Core Curriculum in Grade 4?
In our third grade package, students complete half of D'Aulaires' Greek Myths, Latina Christiana, Christian Studies I, English Grammar Recitation I,
and States & Capitals, as well as parts of Poetry for the Grammar Stage, which they will continue to use through seventh grade.
The purchase of this package assumes that you have the books that are in our third grade package and have completed the first half of them.
If you are starting the Classical Core Curriculum in fourth grade, we have a discounted transitional package for you:
$555 Grade 4 for New Users
Visit www.MemoriaPress.com for a complete book list and more information.

Classical Composition
Streaming Instructional
Videos Available! (p. 4)

1-877-862-1097

NEED TO CUSTOMIZE?
Go to MemoriaPress.com or call
1-877-862-1097.
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RETAIL

796.15

$

GRADE 5

PACKAGE PRICE

475

$

Curriculum Manual Only $30
Consumables Only $180
Supplemental Read-Aloud sets also available! (p. 5)

LATIN
First Form Latin complete set (p. 22); Lingua Angelica I set (p. 23), Latin Grammar Recitation (p. 23)

CURRICULUM
MANUAL
Lesson Plans for One Year

WRITING

GRAMMAR

MATH

Classical Composition II: Narrative Student,
Teacher, DVDs (p. 27)

English Grammar Recitation Workbook II
set (p. 27); Core Skills Language Arts 5

Rod & Staff Arithmetic 5 Student, Teacher (Parts 1-2),
Tests, Speed Drills (p. 68)

AMERICAN/MODERN

CLASSICAL

CHRISTIAN

Geography I set, including The United States Review set;
Geography Flashcards (p. 39)

Famous Men of Rome set (p. 50)

Christian Studies II Student and Teacher
(p. 67), Copybook Cursive III (p. 47)

SPELLING

SCIENCE

LITERATURE

Spelling Workout F set

The Book of Insects set (p. 62)

Fifth Grade Literature set (p. 56)

First Form Latin &
Classical Composition
Streaming Instructional
Videos Available! (p. 4)

NEW USER ADD-ON SET $132 – New to Memoria Press? You need these items from prior years.
Timeline Program, Poetry for the Grammar Stage set, English Grammar Recitation, English Grammar
Recitation Flashcards, The Golden Children's Bible, Old Testament Flashcards, Memory Verse Flashcards

NEED TO CUSTOMIZE?
Go to MemoriaPress.com or call
1-877-862-1097.
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Curriculum Manual Only $30
Consumables Only $205

Supplemental Read-Aloud sets also available! (p. 5)
CURRICULUM
MANUAL

GRADE 6

LATIN

AMERICAN/MODERN

Second Form Latin complete set (p. 22)

Geography II set, including
Geography I Review set (p. 39)

Lesson Plans for One Year

MATH
Rod & Staff Mathematics 6 Student, Teacher
(Parts 1-2), Quizzes & Speed Drills, Tests (p. 68)

RETAIL

803.78

$

PACKAGE PRICE

500

$

WRITING

CLASSICAL

Classical Composition III: Chreia &
Maxim Student, Teacher, DVDs (p. 27)

Famous Men of the Middle Ages set (p. 50)

GRAMMAR

SPELLING

SCIENCE

English Grammar Recitation Workbook III set (p. 27);
Core Skills Language Arts 6

Spelling Workout G set

The Book of Birds set; Exploring the History of Medicine set (p. 62)

LITERATURE

CHRISTIAN

Sixth Grade Literature set (p. 56)

Christian Studies III Student and Teacher;
New Testament Flashcards (p. 67); Copybook Cursive IV (p. 47)

NEW USER ADD-ON SET $138 – New to Memoria Press? You need these items from prior years.
Timeline Program, Poetry for the Grammar Stage set, English Grammar Recitation, English Grammar
Recitation Flashcards, The Golden Children's Bible, Memory Verse Flashcards, Geography Flashcards

Second Form Latin &
Classical Composition
Streaming Instructional
Videos Available! (p. 4)

NEED TO CUSTOMIZE?
Go to MemoriaPress.com or call
1-877-862-1097.

1-877-862-1097
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RETAIL

873.63

$

GRADE 7

PACKAGE PRICE

550

$

Curriculum Manual Only $30
Consumables Only $225

LATIN

WRITING

Third Form Latin complete set (p. 23)

Classical Composition IV: Refutation &
Confirmation Student, Teacher, DVDs (p. 27)

CURRICULUM
MANUAL
Lesson Plans for One Year

SPELLING

AMERICAN/MODERN

CLASSICAL

Spelling Workout H set

The Story of the Thirteen Colonies & the Great Republic set (p. 38);
200 Questions About American History set and Flashcards (p. 38);
The Story of the World, Vol. 4 (p. 16)

Famous Men of Greece set (p. 50); Horatius at the
Bridge (p. 52); The Greek Alphabet set (p. 25)

CHRISTIAN
Christian Studies IV Student,
Teacher, & Reader (p. 67)

MATH

SCIENCE

College of the Redwoods Prealgebra set (p. 68)

The Book of Trees set; Exploring the World of Biology set (p. 62)

GRAMMAR

LITERATURE

English Grammar Recitation Workbook IV set (p. 27);
Core Skills Language Arts 7

Seventh Grade Literature set (p. 57)

Classical Composition
Streaming Instructional
Videos Available! (p. 4)

NEW USER ADD-ON SET $93 – New to Memoria Press? You need these items from prior years.
Timeline Program, Poetry for the Grammar Stage set, English Grammar Recitation, English Grammar Recitation Flashcards

NEED TO CUSTOMIZE?
Go to MemoriaPress.com or call
1-877-862-1097.
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GRADE 8

Curriculum Manual Only $30
Consumables Only $210
CURRICULUM
MANUAL
Lesson Plans
for One Year

CLASSICAL

GRAMMAR

The Book of the Ancient Greeks set (p. 51); The Iliad set & DVDs;
The Odyssey set & DVDs (p. 52)

RETAIL

1,105.23

$

PACKAGE PRICE

English Grammar Recitation
Workbook V set (p. 27);
Core Skills Language Arts 8

750

$

LATIN

WRITING

CHRISTIAN

Fourth Form Latin complete set (p. 23); Henle Latin I set (p. 24)

Classical Composition V: Common
Topic Student, Teacher, DVDs (p. 27)

The Book of the Ancient
World set (p. 51)

MATH

SCIENCE

AMERICAN/MODERN

VideoText Algebra, Year One (Modules A-C)* (p. 68)

Novare Physical Science Text
and Resource CD (p. 62)

Geography III Text, Student, Teacher
and Classroom Atlas (p. 39)

*only Module A is pictured

LITERATURE/POETRY

OPTIONAL

Eighth Grade Literature set (p. 57); Poetry & Short Stories: American Literature set (p. 59); Bard of Avon

First Form Greek (p. 26)

Fourth Form Latin, First Form
Greek, Classical Composition, Iliad,
and Odyssey Streaming Instructional
Videos Available! (p. 4)

New to Memoria Press? You need these items from prior years.
Geography Flashcards $19.95

English Grammar Recitation
Flashcards $12.95

NEED TO CUSTOMIZE?
Go to MemoriaPress.com or call
1-877-862-1097.

1-877-862-1097
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GRADE 9

RETAIL

1,182.68

$

PACKAGE PRICE

860

$

Curriculum Manual Only $30
Consumables Only $200

LATIN

CLASSICAL

Henle Latin II Lesson Plans, Quizzes & Tests,
Text, and Key (p. 24); Latin Grammar
for the Grammar Stage (p. 25)

The Book of the Ancient Romans set (p. 51);
The Aeneid set and DVDs (p. 52)

LOGIC

WRITING

CHRISTIAN

Traditional Logic I & II complete sets (p. 30)

Classical Composition VI:
Encomium, Invective, &
Comparison Student &
Teacher (p. 27)

The Story of Christianity set (p. 67)

CURRICULUM
MANUAL
Lesson Plans
for One Year

LITERATURE/POETRY

AMERICAN/MODERN

Ninth Grade Literature set (p. 57); Poetry, Prose, & Drama: Book I set (p. 59); Book of the Middle Ages (p. 51)

Renaissance & Reformation Times set (p. 51)

SCIENCE

MATH

Modern Biology Set (p. 63)

VideoText Algebra, Year Two (Modules D-F)* (p. 68)

*only Module D is pictured

NEED TO CUSTOMIZE?
Go to MemoriaPress.com or call
1-877-862-1097.
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Aeneid, Traditional Logic I, Biology,
and Classical Composition Streaming
Instructional Videos Available! (p. 4)

MemoriaPress.com
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GRADE 10

Curriculum Manual Only $30
Consumables Only $205
CURRICULUM
MANUAL
Lesson Plans
for One Year

RETAIL

1,387.89

$

PACKAGE PRICE

LATIN

CHRISTIAN

Mueller's Caesar (De Bello Gallico) Text,
Teacher's Guide, and Lesson Plans (p. 24)

History of the Early Church set (p. 67)

995

$

CLASSICAL

AMERICAN/MODERN

Medea & Other Plays set & DVDs; The Three Theban Plays set & DVDs;
The Oresteian Trilogy set & DVDs (p. 52)

A History of Medieval Europe set (p. 38)

WRITING

LITERATURE/POETRY

Classical Composition VII: Characterization and
Classical Composition VIII: Description (p. 27)

Tenth Grade Literature set (p. 57); Poetry & Prose: Book II set (p. 59)

SCIENCE

LOGIC

MATH

Novare General Chemistry Text, Resource CD, Complete
Solutions Manual, Student Lab Report Handbook, and
Experiments for High School at Home (p. 62)

Material Logic complete set (p. 31)

VideoText Geometry (Modules A-E)* (p. 68)

*only Module A is pictured

Greek Tragedies Streaming
Instructional Videos
Available! (p. 4)

1-877-862-1097

NEED TO CUSTOMIZE?
Go to MemoriaPress.com or call
1-877-862-1097.

Classical Core Curriculum
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BOOK REVIEW

by Martin Cothran
C. S. Lewis' Screwtape Letters begins with two
dedicatory quotes, one from the Protestant Martin
Luther and one from the Catholic Thomas More, both
articulating a great truth—and the one that informs
this book: The Devil cannot endure to be mocked.
Lewis is one of a small handful of Christian
authors whose popularity extends well
beyond a religious audience. This is partly
due to the popularit y of his fict ional
works, such as The Chronicles of Narnia,
which, although their underlying themes
are clearly Christian, are not explicitly
Christian on the surface. But if any of
his theological nonfiction books might
be familiar to those outside the Christian
community, it is The Screwtape Letters. It
has the widest audience of his religious
works, largely, I would venture, because of
the completely novel approach he takes in the book
to Christian ethical issues.
A book by a Christian author that simply tells the
reader about the problem of sin is commonplace, even if
done very well. But The Screwtape Letters shows us how
to avoid sin by illustrating the secrets of temptation,
as told from the perspective of two devils. The book
is a series of letters from a senior devil, Screwtape,
to a junior devil, Wormwood, telling him all about
the weaknesses of human beings and how they are
best diverted from the straight and narrow. All the
strategies are here—how relationships can be poisoned,

how the habit of prayer can be discouraged, how
insecurities can be exploited and appetites corrupted.
We know how we, Lewis' readers, view sin. We
know how attractive it is and how easy it is for us to
justify it, mostly by pretending to ourselves that it
isn't important. But it is so much easier to see the true
ugliness and irrationality of sin if we view it
from the demonic perspective.
This book was not easy for Lewis to
write. In an interview in 1963 he said,
"Making goods 'bad' and bads 'good' gets
to be fatiguing." Having to put words in
the Devil's mouth that were both Hellish
in their stated intent and Heavenly in their
import is not a task that just anyone could
pull off. But Lewis does it magnificently. It
is possibly his greatest literary achievement.
Lewis makes the Devil into his
ventriloquist's dummy and puts on a comedy show
(one that it is hard to imagine the Devil was happy
about). And, although the reader finds himself highly
amused by Lewis' humor, the deadly seriousness of
the subject is not lost.
The final chapter, "Screwtape Proposes a Toast," in
which Screwtape addresses the annual banquet for the
Tempters' Training College for Young Devils, is simply one
of the best and most delightful things Lewis ever wrote.
Lewis finds a way to both mock the Devil and do
it in a way that teaches us to better defend ourselves
against him.

Classical Core Curriculum

SUPPLEMENTS
Don't need an entire package?

VOL. 1: Ancient Times

Lesson Plans by Subject $3.00 - $16.00 per subject

paperback $17.95
audiobook $39.95

Memoria Press' lesson plans by subject allow you to tailor the
Classical Core Curriculum to your own needs. These plans
retain our week-at-a-glance layout, scheduling the individual
subjects of each grade so you can mix and match as you need.

✓
✓
✓
✓

Latin Forms Series
Literature
Famous Men Series
First Start Reading

✓
✓
✓
✓

Iliad & Odyssey
Geography
Math & Science
AND MORE!

OR
Shop entire list online: www.MemoriaPress.com/lesson-plans
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Don't forget to check out Memoria Press
Read-Aloud Programs on page 5.

Book Review

(before 5th)

VOL. 2: The Middle Ages
Grades 1-8

The Story of the World
by Susan Wise Bauer

Susan Wise Bauer's The Story of the
World fits perfectly as an overview to
the time periods students study in our
Classical Core Curriculum packages
(pp. 4-15). These books make great
supplemental summer reading!

(before 6th)

paperback $17.95
audiobook $44.95

VOL. 3: Early Modern Times
(before 7th)

paperback $17.95
audiobook $49.95

VOL. 4: The Modern Age
(before 8th)

paperback $17.95
audiobook $54.95

MemoriaPress.com

Classical Education Resources

Mere Christianity
by C. S. Lewis
$15.99

The Great Divorce
by C. S. Lewis
$14.99

Climbing Parnassus:

by C. S. Lewis
$14.99

$15.00

$12.99

$17.95

Simply Classical:

Fundamentals of
the Faith

Why Knowledge Matters:

A Beautiful Education for
Any Child
by Cheryl Swope

by C. S. Lewis
$13.99

by Peter Kreeft
$16.95

From Achilles to Christ: Early Christian Writings
Why Christians Should
Read the Pagan Classics
by Louis Markos
$26.00

The Abolition of Man

The Schools We Need:

by Tracy Lee Simmons

$24.95

The Screwtape Letters

Orthodoxy

by G. K. Chesterton
Introduction by Martin Cothran

A New Apologia for Greek and Latin

The Great Books:

A Journey Through 2,500 Years
of the West's Classic Literature
by Anthony O'Hear
$22.00

by Andrew Louth and
Maxwell Staniforth
$15.00

Medieval Literacy

A Compendium of Medieval
Knowledge with the Guidance
of C. S. Lewis
by James Grote

And Why We Don’t Have Them

by E. D. Hirsch, Jr.

Rescuing Our Children from
Failed Educational Theories
E. D. Hirsch, Jr.
$31.00

Seven Myths
About Education
Daisy Christodoulou
$34.95

The Well-Trained Mind:

A Guide to Classical Education at
Home, 4th Edition
by Susan Wise Bauer & Jessie Wise
$39.95

$29.95

A Preface to
Paradise Lost
by C. S. Lewis
$29.95

The Great Tradition:

Classic Readings on What
It Means to Be an Educated
Human Being
edited by Richard M. Gamble

Why Freshmen Fail
and how to avoid it!
by Carol Reynolds, Ph.D.
$21.95

The Well-Educated Mind:
A Guide to the Classical
Education You Never Had
by Susan Wise Bauer
$35.00

$20.00

1-877-862-1097

Resources
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LATIN

How Grammar Can Save Your Life
by David Lindemann

I’M

not a Latin teacher; I'm a doctor. I didn't
learn Latin growing up, other than
maybe the conjugation of amo, but I'm
learning it now as I teach my children. I have heard
many times about the benefits of Latin—not only
how it helps to build vocabulary knowledge, but
how it helps you to better understand and master
English grammar.
Grammar is indeed important. We are linguistic
creatures. There is something about the structure of
language that reflects things that go very deep into
our souls. As a doctor working with PTSD patients, I
have seen this again and again.

David Lindemann trained at the University of Kentucky and
Walter Reed National Military Medical Center in Physical
Medicine and Rehabilitation (PM&R). He retired from the
military in 2017 to pursue his current work assisting clients
healing from chronic health issues related to trauma. He and his
wife, Jenn, live in Kentucky and have seven children.
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How Grammar Can Save Your Life

One morning in 2015, I was seeing a patient
suffering from PTSD at Eisenhower Army Medical
Center in the Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation
Clinic in Augusta, Georgia, where I was a physician.
I had not planned to teach a grammar lesson that day,
and yet I found myself reviewing basic categories of
verbs with a patient.
I asked her, "Are you safe?," which is an
existential "I am" question.
She answered using an entirely different kind of
verb: "No, I don't feel safe," which is an attributive "I
feel" statement.
So, having repeated her answer, I asked my
question again: "I know you don't feel (attributive)
safe, but are you safe (existential/identity)?" And
then a wonderful thing happened. She paused,
looked around, and started to implicitly distinguish
between existential verbs of being/identity ("I
am") and attributive verbs of internal experience/
physiology ("I feel").
MemoriaPress.com

"That's weird," she said. "I don't feel safe
(inwardly in my body), but I am safe (outwardly in
time and space)."
I had received prior training and experience
with vagal tone and primitive brain stem reflexes,
so I asked her to do something very simple. I told
her, "I want you to verbalize that out loud—'I am
safe'—and then feel the air moving in and out of
your nose slowly, while you move your tongue
around the roof of your mouth and gumlines until
you swallow, sigh, or yawn, just like a baby does
when nursing."
My training taught me that
the movements and primitive
reflexes associated with nursing
when we are infants are strong
signals of safety and help the
body with inter nalization. In
that moment I was asking her
to affirm and then focus on and
internalize a very sig nificant
a nd (for her) releva nt t r ut h:
h e r s a f e t y. O v e r t h e y e a r s ,
I've lea r ned t hat t h is step is
ext remely importa nt because
it is not just t he t r ut h hea rd
t hat c ha nges people, but t he
t r ut h t hat is heard, received,
internalized, and acted upon.
Sure enough, about thirty seconds after
verbalizing that she was safe, she swallowed, looked
up, and asked, "Why am I feeling safe now?" which is
both an attributive and existential question.
I said, "You feel safe because you just noticed that
you are safe." She had become aware, not just of her
feelings, but of the reality of her circumstances,
largely by focusing on it with the aid of a few
simple grammatical concepts.
At that point in my career, I had been exposed
to a variety of neuromodulation techniques, such
as adjusting inputs to the brain through muscle
signals, joint position, and breathing patterns
among other things, but this was my first foray into
grammatical modulation of our sense of reality.
Through that and countless other experiences
over the years, I now know that the inability to
distinguish between basic categories of verbs,
tenses, and other linguistic modifiers can cause
significant physical and emotional problems (in
this case, anxiety), and that an ability to do so can
actually promote health.
The inability to make these important
verbal distinctions can be virtually invisible to

an individual until it is brought to his or her
awareness. I have learned that these kinds of issues
can develop due to the neglect of formal instruction
in school or a lack of healthy daily conversation
that provides informal instruction. They can also
develop because of injuries, such as traumas, which
disrupt sensory and verbal integration.
In fact, the more severe the trauma physically
or spiritually, the greater effect it produces
on speech centers (Broca's area), sense of time
(prefrontal cortex), visual processing (Brodmann's
area), sensory integration
(through the hippocampus
and thalamus), and executive/
organizational/planning
function (in the
prefrontal cortex and
left hemisphere).
We often hear people say
they are "left speechless,"
"dumbfounded," or "without
words to express" things they
have seen or experienced.
This is not just a euphemism;
it is a literal truth. When
language deserts us, we are left
without the means to properly
integrate experiences in our
minds. And without the order
that grammar brings, we can misappropriate
and misinterpret our experiences to our own
detriment. Disorganization within language
structures can be trained, organized, healed, and
built up through grammar.
Grammar doesn't just order language, it orders
the mind—and an ordered mind is a healthy one.
I am now retired from the military and pursuing
a career in developing hybrid linguistic and
neurologic tools for others.
I am also a parent who, with my wife, is
homeschooling our children. I often sit around our
kitchen table with the older of our seven children,
Simeon (10), Ransom (9), and Sava (7). We are now
working through our first year of Latin together.
In one recent lesson, I asked, "What are two reasons
you would conjugate a verb in a sentence?"
One of them answered, "To explain who or what is
doing it, or when it happened."
And that's when I came to a realization about
what I do as a doctor working with PTSD patients.
I have discovered, in grammar, an important
and effective tool: I conjugate experiences for
a living.

Grammar doesn't just
order language,
it orders the mind–
and an ordered mind
is a healthy one.

1-877-862-1097

How Grammar Can Save Your Life
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Move straight to Latina Christiana after Prima Latina (see p. 21).

Streaming
Instructional
Videos
Available!
(p. 4)

Prima Latina

An Introduction to Christian Latin by Leigh Lowe | Grades 1-4
Are you looking for a gentle introduction to Latin and a course that prepares your young student
for a more advanced study of the language? Prima Latina is specifically designed for students and
teachers with no Latin background.
This course was developed for children in 1st-4th grades who are still becoming familiar with English
grammar and wish to learn Latin at a slower pace and learn English grammar in the process. Its goal is
to teach and reinforce an understanding of the basic parts of speech while introducing Latin. It benefits
the student by teaching him half of the vocabulary in Latina Christiana and grounding him in the
fundamental concepts of English grammar, the key to Latin study.

Prima Latina
(student, teacher, CD, DVDs, flashcards)

The grammar lessons are set forth in a form appropriate for primary grades. The review lessons that
follow each unit provide the consistent review needed to master Latin. With clear explanations and
easy-to-read lessons in a two-color format, Prima Latina is perfect for those teachers and parents who
would like to start their students on an early study of Christian Latin.

$34.95 basic set (student, teacher, CD)

Prima Latina is also the perfect preparation for Latina Christiana.

$90.90 complete set

|

|

Student $15.00 Teacher $15.00 CD $8.95
DVDs $45.00 Flashcards $14.95

|

|

Student Book
• 25 lessons + 5 review lessons
• Latin vocabulary words with corresponding
English derivatives
• Latin prayers
• Grammar skills appropriate for primary grades
• Consistent review

Teacher Manual

"Prima Latina is particularly well suited to Latin-fearful parents. The simple layout of the lessons allows
for easy implementation with little to no preparation, and the material is at a level that any willing parent
can easily learn." —Martha Robinson, homeschoolchristian.com
"Order Leigh Lowe’s Prima Latina, along with the accompanying teacher’s guide and supplementary CD."
—Susan Wise Bauer & Jessie Wise
"If you are beginning Latin and have no Latin background, this is the curriculum for you."
—Julie A., www.homeschoolreviews.com
"We are into our fifth week of Prima Latina and loving every minute of it. My young daughters like
feeling that they are getting smarter than their peers." —Alice Helmuth Christopher

• Student book w/ answers keyed
• Tests

Pronunciation CD
• Complete verbal pronunciation
• Four Lingua Angelica songs

DVDs
• 3 discs, 9 hours (~40 min./lesson)
• Comprehensive teaching by Leigh Lowe
• Recitation & review, vocabulary practice, and
explanation of derivatives
• On-screen notes, diagrams, & examples
• Self-instructive format

Flashcards
• Vocabulary with derivatives
• Latin sayings
• Conjugations & declensions

View samples online at MemoriaPress.com.

Supplements
Grades 1-4

For All Ages!

Grades 3-6

$14.95

(Full program on p. 23)

Ludere Latine $12.00
Ludere Answer Key $4.95

Song Book $9.95
Music CD $11.95

Prima Latina Copybook

Lingua Angelica

Ludere Latine

Help your children practice their Latin while
developing their penmanship skills.

Latin prayers and hymns, beautifully sung
by a six-voice Gregorian chant choir.

Enrichment activities to help students master
Latina Christiana vocabulary & grammar.

New American Cursive font
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Latin

Latin Songs & Prayers

for Latina Christiana

MemoriaPress.com

Move straight to First Form Latin after Latina Christiana (see p. 22).
Streaming
Instructional
Videos Available!
(p. 4)

Latina Christiana

Introduction to First Form Latin by Cheryl Lowe | Grades 3-6
Latina Christiana is, quite simply, the best grammar-based Latin course available for
beginning students. Cheryl Lowe's clear explanations, easy instructions, and step-by-step
approach have led thousands of teachers and students to declare, "I love Latin!"
Each lesson consists of a grammar form, ten vocabulary words, English derivatives to help
build vocabulary, and a Latin saying that teaches students about their Christian and classical
heritage. Five review lessons help ensure that your student has mastered the material.

Latina Christiana
$98.90 complete set
(student, teacher, CD, DVDs, flashcards)

$41.95 basic set (student, teacher, CD)

|

|

Student $16.00 Teacher $20.00 CD $8.95
DVDs $55.00 Flashcards $14.95

|

|

Online Class (p. 26)

Exercises reinforce memory work and teach grammar in incremental steps through simple
translation. Grammar coverage includes 1st-2nd declension nouns, 1st-2nd conjugation
verbs (in three tenses), 1st-2nd declension adjectives, and the irregular verb to be.
The Teacher Manual includes a complete copy of the student book with overlaid answers
and provides detailed weekly lesson plans, comprehensive teaching instructions, tests,
weekly quizzes, and keys. The thirty lessons can be completed in a year for young
students or in less time for older students.
"I have taught my own children using your LC books and Henle, and yours is the best
curriculum available." —V.B., Latin teacher
"My daughter said, 'Mom, this is the first one that makes sense and explains things so you can
understand what's going on.'" —D.S., parent

Student Book
• 25 lessons + 5 review lessons
• 10 vocabulary words per lesson w/ corresponding
English derivatives
• Latin sayings, songs, and prayers

Teacher Manual
•
•
•
•

Student book w/ answers keyed
Weekly lesson plans
Tests, quizzes, & keys
Comprehensive teaching instructions

Pronunciation CD
• Complete verbal pronunciation
• Latin prayers & songs

DVDs
• 3 discs, 5.5 hours (avg. 15 min./lesson)
• Comprehensive teaching by Jessica Watson
• Recitation & review, vocabulary practice, and
explanation of derivatives
• On-screen notes, diagrams, & examples
• Self-instructive format

Flashcards
• Vocabulary with derivatives
• Latin sayings
• Conjugations & declensions

View samples online at MemoriaPress.com.

Desk Charts
8.5" x 11" (4 charts total)

Worksheets $9.95
Answer Key $5.00

$12.95

Wall Charts
33" x 17" (4 charts total)

Latina Christiana
Review Worksheets

Contains 2 cumulative review pages for each
Latina Christiana lesson to promote mastery.

1-877-862-1097

Desk & Wall Charts

$20.00

for Latina Christiana

Grammar forms on convenient, compact
charts help students see the organization of
the Latin grammar at a quick glance.

Grades 3+
CD & DVD $14.95

Latin Recitation CD/DVD
This CD/DVD combination includes a
recitation of the entire Latin grammar. The
DVD has visual charts with the grammar as
Cheryl Lowe pronounces it.

Latin
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"This is the best-structured
course on any subject I
have ever seen."
Andrew Pudewa,
Institute for
Excellence in Writing

First Form Latin
Latin Grammar, Year One

Second Form Latin

Online Class (p. 26)

by Cheryl Lowe
Grades 5+ (4+ if completed Latina Christiana)

$125 complete set (all 5 books, CD, DVDs, flashcards)
$65 basic set (all 5 books + CD)

|

|

•
•
•
•
•

|

|

Online Class (p. 26)

by Cheryl Lowe
Grades 6+

|

Text $13.50 Workbook $15.00 Teacher Manual $12.00 Teacher Key $14.95
Quizzes & Tests $5.00 CD $8.95 DVDs $55.00 Flashcards $14.95

|

Latin Grammar, Year Two
$125 complete set (all 5 books, CD, DVDs, flashcards)
$65 basic set (all 5 books + CD)

|

|

|

|

Text $13.50 Workbook $15.00 Teacher Manual $12.00 Teacher Key $14.95
Quizzes & Tests $5.00 CD $8.95 DVDs $55.00 Flashcards $14.95

5 noun declensions
1st-2nd declension adjectives
1st-2nd conjugations in 6 tenses (active voice)
Sum in 6 tenses
Syntax: nominative and accusative cases; complementary infinitive;
subject-verb agreement; noun-adjective agreement; predicate nouns
and adjectives
Streaming Instructional
Videos Available! (p. 4)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

|

|

|

|

2nd declension -er, -ir nouns and adjectives
3rd declension i-stem nouns
3rd declension adjectives of two terminations
1st and 2nd person pronouns and possessive pronoun adjectives
Prepositions with ablative and accusative
Adverbs and questions
3rd, 3rd -io, and 4th conjugations in 6 tenses (active voice)
Present system passive of 1st-4th conjugations and -io verbs
Syntax: genitive of possession; dative of indirect object; ablative of
means and agent

Streaming Instructional
Videos Available! (p. 4)

First Form's grammar-based approach is perfect for the grammar
stage student. It is also the best approach for any age because every
student is in the grammar stage when he begins a subject. The syntax
knowledge required in translation-based programs is a logic or rhetoric
stage skill, which can easily overwhelm a beginning student unless he
has first learned the grammar at a slow and gentle pace and is taught
for mastery. Based on 20 years of teaching experience, the Latin Forms
Series, beginning with First Form, has been used sucessfully by countless
home and private schools because it helps the student make sense of
what many consider a diﬃcult subject. First Form is the ideal text for all
beginners, grades 5 and up, or is a great follow-up to Latina Christiana.

First & Second Form
Latin Review
by Cheryl Lowe

Grades 5+

Student Text
• 34 two-page lessons on facing pages
• Small, concise, unintimidating text in an
attractive two-color format
• Systematic presentation of grammar in
five logical units
• Appendices with English grammar,
prayers, conversational Latin, vocab,
index, & more!

Student Workbook
• 4-6 pages of exercises for each lesson
• Exercises for practice and mastery
• Grammar catechism for daily
rapid-fire review

Teacher Manuals
• Key to workbook & quizzes/tests
• Copy of student book inset with
comprehensive teaching instructions
• Recitation schedule
• Chalk Talk scripted lessons
• FYI notes for teachers with
limited background

Quizzes & Tests
• Reproducible weekly
quizzes & unit tests

Pronunciation CD
• Includes the pronunciation
of all vocabulary, sayings,
and grammar forms for
each lesson

DVDs
• 3 discs, 9 hours (15-20
min./lesson)
• Superb explanations
• On-screen notes,
illustrations, & diagrams
• Recitations, oral drills,
& more!

Flashcards
•
•
•
•

Vocabulary with derivatives
Latin sayings
Conjugations
Declensions

Student Book $12.95 ea.
Answer Key $9.95 ea.

Students are prone to forget what they have learned from year to year. This loss is
especially detrimental to the Latin student, who must remember vocabulary words,
inflected forms, and grammar from previous years. To ensure that students carry over
what they have learned, Memoria Press has developed the Latin Form Series Review,
summer courses which feature vocab review, form drills, and other exercises, including
newly-devised translation workshops, all designed to foster mastery and retention.
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"This is a wonderful course and a FAVORITE under this
apple tree! Very well constructed and organized. You need
no previous Latin instruction to teach this course. How
great is that?" —Richelle, Under the Apple Tree

MemoriaPress.com

Third Form Latin
Latin Grammar, Year Three

Fourth Form Latin

Online Class (p. 26)

by Cheryl Lowe
Grades 7+

|

|

Text $13.50 Workbook $15.00 Teacher Manual $12.00 Teacher Key $14.95
Quizzes & Tests $5.00 CD $8.95 Flashcards $14.95
Streaming Instructional Videos $55.00

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

|

|

Online Class (p. 26)

by Cheryl Lowe & Michael Simpson
Grades 8+

$125 complete set (all 5 books, CD, Streaming Instructional Videos, flashcards)
$65 basic set (all 5 books + CD)

|

Latin Grammar, Year Four

|

$150 complete set (all 5 books, CD, DVDs, flashcards + Henle I text, key, & grammar)
$90 basic set (all 5 books, CD + Henle I text, key, & grammar)

|

|

|

|

Text $13.50 Workbook $15.00 Teacher Manual $12.00 Teacher Key $14.95
Quizzes & Tests $5.00 CD $8.95 DVDs $55.00 Flashcards $14.95

Perfect system passive of 1st-4th conjugations and -io verbs
4th declension neuter nouns
3rd declension adjectives of one and three terminations
Imperative mood, vocative case
Nine irregular adjectives
Regular and irregular comparison of adjectives and adverbs
Pronouns: 3rd person, demonstrative, intensive, reflexive
Active and passive subjunctive of 1st-4th conjugations and -io verbs
Syntax: apposition; adjectives used as nouns; objective and
partitive genitive; subjunctive in purpose clauses; exhortations;
deliberative questions

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

|

|

|

|

Participles, infinitives, gerunds, and gerundives
Deponent verbs
Irregular verbs, including eo, fero, and volo
Plural nouns
Locative case
Pronouns: relative and interrogative
Syntax: double accusative; relative clauses; sequence of tenses and
indirect questions; impersonal verbs; indirect statements (accusative
with infinitive construction); gerundive of obligation

Fourth Form sets without Henle I:

$125 complete set (all 5 books, CD, DVDs, flashcards)
$65 basic set (all 5 books + CD)
*Henle Latin is required for Fourth Form.

Streaming Instructional
Videos Available! (p. 4)

Supplements
Wall Charts (33" x 17")

Student $11.95 ea.
Teacher $16.95 ea.
Song Book* $9.95
Music CD* $11.95

First Form (4 charts) $20.00
Second Form (3 charts) $20.00

Desk Charts (8.5" x 11")
First & Second Form (6 charts) $12.95
Third & Fourth Form (20 charts) $15.95

*Used for both LA I and II

Lingua Angelica I & II

Latin Songs & Prayers (Translation Course) by Cheryl Lowe

$39.95 set (Lingua Angelica I or II student & teacher, Song Book, & CD)
Lingua Angelica covers 28 beautiful hymns sung by a six-voice Gregorian chant choir.
Because hymns have shorter, simpler sentences and clearer structure than most literature,
the Christian Latin in this course is ideal when beginning Latin translation. The workbooks
provide vocabulary work, space for interlinear translation, and grammar word study exercises.

Latin Grammar Charts
Seeing grammar forms organized on charts is a great
visual aid for Latin grammar students. These charts
are also a helpful reference for teachers during Latin
recitations. Our grammar charts are available in a large
and small easy-to-read format that helps students see the
organization of the Latin grammar at a quick glance.

Latin Grammar Recitation Program

Grades 4+

$24.90 set
Recitation is an essential aspect of teaching Latin. It requires
(flashcards and handbook)
mastery of a subject like no other tool can. Our new Latin Grammar
Recitation Program contains flashcards that include every grammar
form taught and recited in our Latin Forms Series. A corresponding
handbook indexes the flashcards and provides a lesson-by-lesson schedule for First Form through
Fourth Form. Now you too can confidently lead a Latin recitation in your home!

1-877-862-1097

Latin
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Take a Latin class online! Online Academy p. 26.

Latin

Henle Latin I

Grades 8+

Grades 9+

Henle Latin I Text $17.50
Henle Latin I Key $4.95
*Henle Grammar $10.50
Henle Latin I Teacher Manual: Units 1-5 $19.95
Henle Latin I Teacher Manual: Units 6-14 $19.95
Units 1-5 Quizzes & Tests $9.95
Units 6-14 Quizzes & Test $9.95

Text $17.50
Key $4.95
Lesson Plans $14.95
Quizzes & Tests $9.95

*used all 4 years

Advanced Christian Latin by Robert Henle

$29.65 Henle Latin I Text Set (text, grammar, & key)
$58.00 Henle Latin I Units I-V Guide Set

$43.50 set

Henle Latin II

Advanced Christian Latin
by Robert Henle
These detailed lesson plans will guide you through the
advanced grammar and syntax lessons in Henle II. We
recommend completing this year of translation practice
before attempting to read Caesar.

(text, grammar, key, Units 1-5 quizzes & tests, Units 1-5 Teacher Manual)

$29.90 Henle Latin I Units VI-XIV Guide Set
(Units 6-14 quizzes & tests, Units 6-14 Teacher Manual)

In the Henle I text, a limited vocabulary of 500 words allows students to master
grammar without being overwhelmed with large vocabulary lists. Repetitious
Latin phrases and copious exercises produce mastery rather than frustration. Our
newly-revised Teacher Manuals split the work of Henle I over two years, scheduling
what to do every step of the way. The Manuals include scripted lessons for the
teacher, additional explanations and practice for the student, and a full answer key
for Henle I. The Quizzes & Tests help you measure your mastery along the way.
Note: Though Henle is considered a Catholic text, its superiority as a teaching resource and the outstanding
benefits of its Christian perspective also make it appropriate for Protestants.

$19.95 set (Henle III text & key)
Henle Latin III Text $17.50
Henle Latin III Key $4.95

$19.95 set (Henle IV text & key)

Henle Latin III-IV

Henle Latin IV Text $17.50
Henle Latin IV Key $4.95

Memoria Press Guides to the
National Latin Exam

Grades 8+
Henle I Flashcards $16.95

by Cheryl Lowe

Henle II Flashcards $14.95
Henle III Flashcards $14.95

Henle Latin Vocabulary Flashcards
These flashcard sets cover the entire vocabulary
of Henle Latin I-III. One of the major reasons
students struggle in Latin is because they have not
adequately mastered the vocabulary. These cards
will solve that problem in a flash!

(Henle II text, key, lesson
plans, quizzes & tests)

Grades 5+
Introduction $9.95
Level I $14.95
Level II $19.95

The National Latin Exam provides an opportunity for
students to compare their Latin knowledge with students
across the nation. Nearly 150,000 students take this
exam annually. Our Guides to the National Latin Exam
include the vocabulary, grammar, and syntax, as well as
the Roman culture, history, mythology, and geography
commonly found on these exams. These guides, paired
with previous exams you can download from the NLE
website, make a great preparation for student success.

AP Latin Resources
Grades 10+

$76.00 set (text, teacher, print lesson plans)

Text $43.00
Teacher $24.00
Lesson Plans $14.95

Mueller's Caesar: Selections from De Bello Gallico
by Hans-Friedrich Mueller

Mueller's text and accompanying Teacher's Guide will
lead students through Caesar's account of his wars in
Gaul. A perfect first text for Latin students who are
ready to translate, this program includes vocabulary,
footnotes, historical background, and other resources,
preparing interested students for the Caesar portion
of the AP Latin Exam. Memoria Press' Lesson Plans
(strongly recommended) schedule the work and teach,
step by step, how to approach Latin translation.
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Latin

Vergil's Aeneid:
Selected Readings
from Books 1, 2,
4, and 6

Excelability in
Advanced Latin

by Barbara Weiden Boyd

This course contains
over 75 passages
drawn from a variety
of Latin authors, translation exercises,
multiple choice tests, practice sightreading Latin, and a comprehensive
review of Latin grammar.

Student $43.00 | Teacher $24.00

This course covers all lines of Vergil on
the AP Latin exam. Each page contains
the Latin text, key vocabulary, and
English summaries. The Teacher includes
translations and discussion questions.

Student $29.00
Teacher $29.00

Caesar and Vergil AP Vocabulary Flashcards
$19.00

This flashcard set contains all vocabulary appearing five or more
times on the Vergil and Caesar sections of the AP Latin exam, and
comes with pre-punched holes and a metal ring for easy storage.

MemoriaPress.com

Latin & Greek Supplements
Grades 4-6

All Ages

Grades 6-8

$14.95

$14.95

$19.95

Latin Cursive Copybook

Latin Grammar for the
Grammar Stage

Hymns & Prayers

Handwriting practice and Latin practice
are combined in this copybook. While
improving handwriting, students
memorize Latin sayings and beautiful
hymns from Latina Christiana, Lingua
Angelica, and First Form Latin.

Roots of English

Latin and Greek Roots for Beginners
Roots of English presents careful analysis of
Latin and Greek word elements. Students
learn not only the modern meanings of the
words, but also their underlying, ancient
meanings. This course corresponds to the
Latina Christiana Latin vocabulary set.

by Cheryl Lowe

This compendium of grammar forms
and syntax is a systematic, concise, and
easily accessible reference. It includes all
conjugations and declensions, plus a very
basic introduction to Latin syntax.

Grades 8+

Grades 9+

Student $24.95
Key $1.95

Student $19.95
Teacher $19.95

The Book of Roots

Advanced Vocabulary Building
From Latin Roots
More advanced than Roots of English, this book
offers a comprehensive listing of derivatives for
Latina Christiana, along with Latin definitions,
English derivatives, and etymology.

Wall Charts (22" x 34")
(2 charts) $12.95
Desk Charts (8.5" x 11")
(2 charts) $8.95

Lingua Biblica:

Greek Alphabet Charts

This translation program based on the Vulgate
Bible is a great companion to the Henle series.

This set of two charts makes a great visual aid
for the teacher, classroom, or home. One has
the upper- and lowercase letters of the Greek
alphabet with their names in English and
Greek. The second lists diphthongs, accent
marks, pronunciation helps, and syllable names.

Old Testament Stories in Latin
by Martin Cothran

Greek

French
Grades 3+

Grades 4-8

Student $15.00
Key $10.00

Year I Text $13.50
Year I Workbook $15.00
Year I Tests $5.00
Year I Teacher Key $14.95

The Greek Alphabet
by Cheryl Lowe

The Greek alphabet is
different enough from
our own to be a major
impediment to the study of
Greek. The Greek Alphabet is
a tour of the Greek letters,
their formation, and sounds.
A page is devoted to each
letter and includes a letter
diagram with arrows showing
proper formation, printing
lines showing placement of
letters above and below the
lines, letters to trace and copy,
interesting facts and hints,
and questions. The Teacher
Key includes quizzes.

1-877-862-1097

Elementary Greek Program
by Christine Gatchell

$65.00 Year I set

(text, workbook, CD, flashcards, tests, teacher key)

$65.00 Year II set

(text, workbook, CD, flashcards, tests, teacher key)

$55.00 Year III set

(text, workbook, CD, flashcards, tests)

Year II Text $13.50
Year II Workbook $15.00
Year II Tests $5.00
Year II Teacher Key $14.95
Year III Text $18.95
Year III Workbook $15.00
Year III Tests $5.00

Years I, II, or III:
Audio CD $8.95 ea.
Flashcards $12.95 per set

Designed to be used as a full course for
teaching children as young as fourth grade. No previous knowledge
is necessary. Thirty weeks of daily lessons ensure a complete school
year of brief, incremental lessons. Year One of this course introduces
the Greek alphabet, basic vocabulary, grammar, and translation. The
accompanying workbook provides practice and
application. An audio companion CD is available
to aid in pronunciation of individual letters, words,
grammar paradigms, and passages. The set also
includes flashcards that cover every vocabulary
word used in the text.

First Start French I-II
Introduction to the
French Language
by Danielle Schultz
Grades 5-8

$43.95 set
(French I or French II student, teacher, CD)

Student $17.50 ea.
Teacher $17.50 ea.
CD $8.95 ea.

View samples online at
MemoriaPress.com

Latin & Greek Supplements, Greek, & French
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Live Classrooms · Master Teachers · Amazing Results!

SUMMER
2020
COURSES
Now enrolling for students and adults!
TOP WINNER OF THE:

ACCREDITED BY:

Register Today at MemoriaPressAcademy.com!
First Form Greek
Streaming Instructional
Videos Available! (p. 4)

Introduction to Ancient Greek
by Cheryl Lowe & Michael Simpson
Grades 7+

$125 complete set (all 5 books, CD, DVDs, flashcards)
$65 basic set (all 5 books + CD)

|

|

|

Text $13.50 Workbook $15.00 Teacher Manual $12.00 Teacher Key $14.95
Quizzes & Tests $5.00 CD $8.95 DVDs $55.00 Flashcards $14.95

Based on the revolutionary Latin Forms Series, First Form Greek is
written for parents and teachers with or without a Greek background.
Its goal is to present the grammar so logically and so systematically that
anyone can learn it. At the same time, we have adapted the Latin Forms
Series to account for the differences between Greek and Latin, such as
the new alphabet, overlapping sounds, more variation within paradigms,
and less regularity. First Form Greek overcomes these challenges with the
addition of weekly vocabulary reviews, more frequent recitation, and an
"expanded" dictionary entry for Greek verbs.
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First Form Greek

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

|

|

|

6 indicative active tenses of the omega verb
Present tense of the to be verb
First and second declensions, including 4 subtypes of the first
The definite article
First & second declension adjectives
Personal & demonstrative pronouns
Approximately 130 vocabulary words

Recommended Prerequisites: At least two years of Latin grammar and the Greek
Alphabet Book. However, students who are new to Greek may spend additional time in
Lesson 1 and learn the Greek alphabet that way.

"First Form Greek has the same logical structure and helpful
teaching tools of the Latin Forms Series. The complete recitation list
and Greek Sayings Analysis references in the Teacher Guide make
even the novice Greek teacher feel confident that they can guide the
student through this challenging material." — Kristin Walukas
MemoriaPress.com

Streaming Instructional Videos Available! (p. 4)

Composition
Take Classical Composition online!
Online Academy p. 26.

Classical Composition
by James A. Selby

Student Book $19.95 ea. | Teacher Guide $29.95 ea.
DVDs $45.00 ea. (available for I-VI)

Sets $85.00 ea. (Student, Teacher, and DVDs)
Suggested Sequence:
Grade

Stage

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10
11

I: Fable
II: Narrative
III: Chreia & Maxim
IV: Refutation & Confirmation
V: Common Topic
VI: Encomium, Invective, & Comparison
VII: Characterization (1 semester)
VIII: Description (1 semester)
IX: Thesis & Law

Ancient writers invented a way of teaching writing known as the progymnasmata, which
provided a method of teaching composition that not only taught budding writers a
disciplined way to approach communication, but also helped them appeal to the hearts
and minds of their audience.
The 14 exercises, organized from the simplest and most basic to the most complex and
sophisticated, were the core education of a classical speaker, designed to produce what
Quintilian once called "the good man, speaking well."

Starting late? No problem!
Complete the first two stages in one year.

Jim Selby has blown the dust off of the writing curriculum that was used in schools
for over 1,500 years and put it in an easy-to-teach format that will revolutionize your
curriculum. Presented clearly and systematically, Classical Composition will give you a clear
road map to writing excellence.

$120.00 set
(student & teacher guides with DVDs for the first two stages)

Grades 1-2

Grades 3-5

Grades 3-4

$29.00

$29.00

Student $10.00
Key $10.00

Bible Heroes: Writing Lessons in

All Things Fun & Fascinating:

Students will get to know the heroes
of the Bible while working through
six of IEW's nine units in this course.
A variety of games teach vocabulary,
reinforce elements of style, and add
to the fun!

Humorous characters and fascinating
creatures will help young students
enjoy learning to write with structure
and style.

Structure and Style

Writing Lessons in Structure & Style

Both courses come with the IEW Structure and Style Overview DVD for teacher training
and a free download of the teacher e-book.

Introduction to Composition
This introductory program focuses on
narration, outlining, dictation, and
copywork to help students become more
proficient in listening and writing skills, a
great preparation for Classical Composition.
This year-long writing course uses focus
passages from Charlotte's Web, Farmer Boy,
A Bear Called Paddington, Mr. Popper's
Penguins, and The Moffats.

English Grammar
Memoria Press' English Grammar Recitation is a manual of
approximately 150 grammar questions, answers, and examples
designed to be studied and memorized much like a catechism.
It is perfect for the serious Latin student who needs an English
grammar program that coordinates with his study of Latin
from Latina Christiana through the Latin Forms Series.

Grade 2
Student $7.95
Teacher $10.00

English Grammar Practice
Designed for the final year of
primary school, this program is an
oral practice of many basic aspects
of language arts from capitalization
and punctuation to language and
reading skills.

1-877-862-1097

English Grammar Recitation

Workbooks I-V are available to help students learn the rules.
Each lesson in the workbook covers two to three grammar
questions along with practice exercises. English Grammar
Recitation also covers common capitalization and punctuation
rules by means
of concise
style sheets.
Classical
Composition
Memoria
Press
Online
Academy

It is hoped that this course can be completed in much less 27
English Grammar Recitation $9.95 | Flashcards $12.95 time than the typical English grammar course, leaving more
Student $11.95 ea. | Teacher $12.95 ea.
time for composition and Latin.
Grades 3-8

Composition & Grammar
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LOGIC

Protagoras’ Dilemma

The Crowning Glory of Traditional Logic Is the Dilemma
by Martin Cothran
Using a structure built from several different types of argumentation, the dilemma corners your
opponent by presenting him or her with a difficult choice between two unacceptable alternatives.

T

he most sophisticated and yet elegant
argument form is the dilemma. If you know
how to use the dilemma you have achieved
the logical equivalent of a black belt. Using a
structure built from several different types of
argumentation, the dilemma corners your opponent
by presenting him or her with a difficult choice
between two unacceptable alternatives. There are
only three ways to respond to a dilemma, two of
which are the previously mentioned unacceptable
alternatives, and one of which is called the "counterdilemma," an argument form that is equally as
sophisticated as the dilemma itself.
Martin Cothran is the editor of The Classical Teacher and author of
Traditional Logic Books I & II, Material Logic, and Classical Rhetoric.
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Protagoras' Dilemma

One of the most famous examples of the dilemma
and counter-dilemma is that of Euathlus and
Protagoras. Euathlus, an aspiring rhetor (the ancient
equivalent of an attorney), went to Protagoras, a
famous teacher of rhetoric, seeking training in logic
and rhetoric. But he couldn't afford the tuition, so he
made a deal with Protagoras.
Euathlus promised to pay the teacher half of his
tuition up front and the other half when he had won his
first case in court. Protagoras agreed. But after Euathlus
graduated, several years went by and Protagoras still
had not received the remaining half of the tuition. So
Protagoras wrote Euathlus and demanded the other half
of his money. Euathlus wrote him back and reminded
his former teacher that he had promised to pay him back
only when he had won his first case, and that he had
MemoriaPress.com

never put his training into practice in the courts and thus
had never won his first case. Therefore, concluded Euathlus,
he did not have to pay the remaining tuition.
Acknowledging the agreement, and faced with losing
the other half of the tuition, Protagoras did an interesting
thing: He sued his former student for the tuition, forcing
Euathlus into a dilemma. Protagoras wrote Euathlus and
told him of his plan. He would sue Euathlus, he said, and
when he sued him, only one of two things could happen:
Either Euathlus would lose, in which case he would have
to pay Protagoras because the court would have decided
against him, or he would win, in which case Euathlus
would still have to pay Protagoras because the agreement
was that Euathlus would have to pay him after he won his
first case. So, in either case Euathlus would have to pay up.
In logic, we often put words into symbols in order to
see the form or structure of the argument. If you look
at the box on the right, you will see, in symbolic form,
Protagoras' argument. "P" stands for "Euathlus loses the
case," "Q" for "Euathlus should pay me," and so on. This
will be important when we look at the next step in the
dispute between the two men, both of whom—Protagoras
because he was a master of the arts of logic and rhetoric,
and Euathlus because he learned it from Protagoras—
were well-versed in how to argue.
Euathlus well remembered this kind of argument
form; Protagoras had taught it to him. But Euathlus also
remembered something else he had been taught: There
were three ways of getting out of a dilemma. The most
complicated of these ways is called a counter-dilemma. It
was this that he employed against his old schoolmaster.
Euathlus wrote Protagoras back and acknowledged the
dilemma that he was now in, but pointed out to his old
teacher that he had also taught him the counter-dilemma.
Euathlus began by stipulating all the facts of Protagoras' case,
but countered by saying that if he, Euathlus, won the case,
then he would not have to pay Protagoras because the judge
would have said so, and if he lost the case, then he would not
have to pay him because their agreement was that he would
only have to pay Protagoras when he won his first case.
Therefore, in either case, he did not have to pay him.
What did Euathlus do to turn this argument around
on Protagoras? Look at the symbolic form to the
right. Euathlus switched the two antecedents of the
conditional (If ... then) statements in the first premise.
In other words, he switched the P ("Euathlus loses
the case") and the R ("Euathlus wins the case") and
negated the Q. Presto: He has countered Protagoras.
Once a student knows how to employ the dilemma
and counter-dilemma (thereby indicating that he
knows all of the different argument forms the dilemma
incorporates), he has, practically speaking, mastered the
system of traditional logic.
1-877-862-1097

Protagoras’ Argument
P

1.

If Euathlus loses the case,
Q

then he should pay me on account of the judge’s ruling.
(because the court will have decided against him)

AND
R

If Euathlus wins the case,
Q

then he should pay me according to our original agreement.
(that he should pay me when he wins his first case)

P

R

2.

Euathlus must either lose the case or win it.

3.

Therefore, in either case, he should pay me.

Q

Symbolic Form:

1. If P, then Q; and if R, then Q
2. Either P or R
3. Therefore, Q

Euathlus’ Counter-Dilemma
R

1.

If I [Euathlus] win the case,
not Q

then I shouldn’t have to pay Protagoras on account of
the judge’s ruling. (because the court will have decided for me)
AND
P

If I [Euathlus] lose the case,
not Q

then I shouldn’t have to pay according to our original
agreement. (because I did not win my first case)
P

2.

R

I must either lose the case or win it.
not Q

3. Therefore, in either case, I should not have to pay him.

Symbolic Form:

1. If R, then not Q; and if P, then not Q
2. Either P or R
3. Therefore, not Q

Protagoras' Dilemma
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"This is the best exposition of
Aristotelian logic I have yet seen
aimed at homeschoolers ..."
— Mary Pride

Streaming Instructional
Videos Available! (p. 4)

Traditional Logic II

Traditional Logic I
Introduction to Formal Logic

Advanced Formal Logic

$75.00 complete set (text, workbook, key, DVDs, quizzes)
$38.00 basic set (text, workbook, key, quizzes)

$75.00 complete set (text, workbook, key, DVDs, quizzes)
$38.00 basic set (text, workbook, key, quizzes)

by Martin Cothran
Grades 8+

by Martin Cothran
Grades 7+

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

Text $14.00 Workbook $15.95 Key $9.95 DVDs $45.00 Quizzes $5.00

Text $14.00 Workbook $15.95 Key $9.95 DVDs $45.00 Quizzes $5.00

Online Class (p. 26)

Online Class (p. 26)

The Traditional Logic program is an in-depth study of the classical
syllogism. In Book I, students will gain a basic understanding of terms,
statements, and simple categorical arguments.

Traditional Logic II covers the figures of the traditional syllogism,
forms of rhetorical arguments, kinds of hypothetical syllogisms,
and kinds of complex syllogisms, as well as relational arguments.
The book also includes a wealth of examples of famous arguments
throughout history. Some examples include:

(Each book can be used as either a one-semester or one-year course.)

Basic Logical Terms, Concepts, & Procedures
•
•
•
•
•

Truth, validity, soundness
4 ways statements can be opposite
3 ways statements can be equivalent
Distribution of terms
The 7 rules for validity

Clear & Systematic Presentation
• Daily exercises to ensure mastery
• Historic argument case studies
• Emphasis on language, not math

A Variety of Learning Strategies
• Clear and concise text explanations
• Practical application
• Creative invention

"I am almost certain that I would never have selected my college or
major had I not studied logic or fallacies (my personal favorite) with you.
Philosophy was of no interest to me at all before either of those classes. I
owe a lot to Memoria Press with all the rhetoric, literature, and Latin I
studied." —Holden, Grand Rapids, MI

•
•
•
•
•

Rene Descartes' famous enthymeme ("I think, therefore, I am")
C. S. Lewis' disjunctive syllogism proving the deity of Christ
Christ's injunction ("You cannot serve both God and mammon")
David Hume's famous dilemma stating the problem of evil
St. Thomas Aquinas' cosmological argument for the existence of God

By the end of Traditional Logic II, the student will be able to analyze
a variety of argument forms, including enthymemes, sorites, and
epicheirema, as well as recognize and respond to dilemmas.
The level of understanding attained in this course would be more than
that typically attained in a college course.
Advanced Concepts & Argument Forms
•
•
•
•
•
•

Figure & mood in syllogisms
Syllogism reduction
Hypothetical reasoning
Chain arguments
The dilemma
The oblique syllogism

Logic Supplements
Handbook of Christian Apologetics:

Socrates Meets Jesus:

$22.00 (optional supplement)

$17.00

Hundreds of Answers to Crucial Questions
by Peter Kreeft & Ronald Tacelli
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Logic

History's Greatest Questioner Confronts the Claims of
Christ by Peter Kreeft
(optional supplement)

MemoriaPress.com

"I just wanted to express
my satisfaction with your
Material Logic online
class. The instructor made
it enjoyable and I was
extremely grateful for all the
extra time outside of class he
devoted to helping her when
she was struggling."
— Ann Gardiner

Material Logic

Classical Rhetoric

A Course in How to Think

Aristotle's Principles of Persuasion

$68.95 complete set (student, key, DVDs)
$31.90 basic set (student, key)

$140.00 complete set (basic set + How to Read a Book & Figures of Speech)
$94.95 basic set (student, key, DVDs, Aristotle's Rhetoric)

Student $29.95 Key $1.95 DVDs $45.00

Student $39.95 Key $4.95 DVDs $55.00 Aristotle's Rhetoric $5.00
How to Read a Book $16.99 Figures of Speech $31.95

by Martin Cothran
Grades 9+

|

by Martin Cothran
Grades 9+

|

|

Online Class (p. 26)

|

|

|

|

Online Class (p. 26)
Whether you want a follow-up course to Memoria Press' popular
Traditional Logic program, or simply an introduction to philosophy for
high school students at a little more advanced level, this program is a
valuable tool in teaching your student how to think.
The Ancient Art of Thinking
•
•
•
•
•

The ten ways something can exist
Five ways to say something about something else
The four definitional questions
Three questions to ask when analyzing an idea
Definition & classification

This is more than just a course in English or public speaking. It
involves a study of the fundamental principles of political philosophy,
ethics, and traditional psychology. A student learns not only the
elements of a political speech, but also the elements of good character;
not only how to give a legal speech, but also the seven reasons people
act; not only how to give a ceremonial speech, but what elicits specific
emotions under particular circumstances and why.

Case Studies in Logic
•
•
•
•

Classical Rhetoric is a guided tour through the first part of the
greatest single book on communication ever written: Aristotle's
Rhetoric. With questions that will help the student unlock every
important aspect of the book, along with fill-in-the-blank charts and
analyses of great speeches, this companion text to Aristotle's great
work will send the student on a voyage of discovery from which
he will return with a competent knowledge of the basic classical
principles of speech and writing.

"What is a Heresy?" by Hilaire Belloc
"The Nature of Philosophy," by Vincent McNabb
"The Function of the Wise Man," by Thomas Aquinas
"Idols of the Mind," by Sir Francis Bacon

Practical Thinking Skills
• How to mark a book or article
• "How to Define" worksheet
• "How to Classify" worksheet

An Introduction to First Philosophy
Material Logic is not only a textbook on critical thinking skills, but an
introduction to the basic rudiments of classical philosophy. Most of
the book's content is derived from the metaphysical works of one of
history's greatest thinkers: Aristotle.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sample weekly plan
Clear explanation of lesson components
Easy-to-read layout
Reading questions
Figures of speech
Evaluative & analysis questions
How to Read a Book questions
Case studies from Homer, Plato, Shakespeare, Lincoln, Marc Antony, and more

Rhetoric Supplements
Aristotle's Rhetoric

edited by Edward Corbett
$5.00
(REQUIRED supplement)

How to Read a Book:

The Classic Guide to Intelligent
Reading by Mortimer Adler &
Charles Van Doren

$16.99

1-877-862-1097

Figures of Speech:

60 Ways to Turn a Phrase
by Arthur Quinn

$31.95

(optional supplement)

(optional supplement)

Logic & Rhetoric
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N

atural disasters, natural resources, natural
gas, dying of natural causes. Natural beauty,
but also freaks of nature. Going back to nature
and getting a natural high. Mother Nature, nature
hikes, all-natural foods, natural family planning,
natural childbirth. There's the natural order, and
second nature. There are natural numbers. There are
all the examples I didn't think of.
With "nature" and "natural" used in so many different
ways, it's no wonder people often misunderstand what
classical natural law theorists mean when they define the
good for man in terms of what is natural, and what is bad
for man as what is contrary to nature.
Classical natural law theory is the idea that moral
standards are derived objectively from the nature of
human beings themselves.
Everyone knows, for example, that it is in the nature
of a tree to require soil into which it can sink its roots
and from which it can draw water and nutrients, and
thus that it is good for a tree to sink its roots and bad
for it to somehow be prevented from doing so.
Everyone knows that it is in the nature of a squirrel
to gather nuts and the like, and to dart about in a way
that makes it difficult for predators to catch it, and thus
good for it to do these things and bad for it if it fails to do
them. The natures of these things entail certain ends, the
realization of which constitutes their flourishing as the
kinds of things they are.
When we say a certain action of a plant or an
animal is "good," we mean that that action contributes
to the flourishing of that plant or animal by virtue of
its nature—by the kind of thing it is.
Edward Feser teaches philosophy at Pasadena City College and
is the author of The Last Superstition: A Refutation of the
New Atheism, Aquinas: A Beginner's Guide, Scholastic
Metaphysics: A Contemporary Introduction, and many others.
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All You've Got to Do Is Act Naturally

However, when we use the term "good" in the
context of living things other than humans, we are not
talking about moral goodness or badness. Morality
involves intellect and will, which grass, trees, and
squirrels all lack. That they either flourish or fail
does not count as virtue or vice because they neither
understand what they are doing nor can choose to
behave other than the way they do.
But rational creatures like ourselves are capable
of moral goodness or badness because we do
have intellects and wills. The intellect can come
to understand what is morally good for us by
nature, and the will can either choose to pursue
that or refrain from doing so. Discovery of what is
objectively good for us is part of the end for which
the intellect exists, and choosing what is good for us
is the end for which the will exists.
Morally good action thus involves the will to do
what is good for us given our nature, while morally
bad action involves willing contrary to what is good
for us given our nature. And to the extent that the
intellect knows what is good for us, we are culpable
for these good or bad actions. To will to do what is
"natural" thus means, in classical natural law theory,
something like: to will to do what tends toward the
realization of the kind of things we are. And to will
to do what is "unnatural" frustrates these ends and
diminishes human flourishing.
If a squirrel were rational, it would be natural
and good for it to will to escape predators and to
gather nuts for the winter, and unnatural and bad
for it to will to offer itself up to predators and to eat
only toothpaste or stones. And the latter would be
unnatural and bad for it whatever the reason it willed
these things—brain damage, genetic anomalies giving
rise to odd desires, bad squirrel upbringing, squirrel
MemoriaPress.com

peer pressure, the influence of squirrel pop culture,
arguments from squirrel philosophers who were
hostile to natural law, or whatever.
But to "act in accordance with nature" is not the
end of the story.
In commending what is in accordance with our
nature, natural law theorists do not mean "natural
in the sense of commonly occurring in the ordinary
course of nature." All sorts of things commonly
occur in the ordinary course of things that tend
to frustrate our nature—injuries, diseases, floods,
earthquakes, and, for that matter, immoral choices.
Hence, when people say that it is "natural" for a child
to be selfish or for a man to have a roving eye, there
is a sense in which this is true, but it is not the sense
that is operative in natural law theory. A goldfish
will "naturally" tend to keep eating the food you
drop into its tank even after it is full, but that hardly
fulfills its nature in the relevant sense (since it will
overeat and thereby kill itself). Similarly, we have,
given our limited nature as created things, inherent
susceptibilities to defects and failures of various
kinds—overeating, overreaction to injustices, excessive
fear in the face of danger, sexual vices, bodily injury,
the contraction of various diseases, etc.
For the same reason, the natural law theorist does
not mean "natural in the sense of flowing from a
deep-seated tendency." A deep-seated tendency could
result from habituated vice or hereditary defect, either
of which would be contrary to nature in the relevant
sense. A predisposition to alcoholism or heart disease
doesn't help the person who has it to realize the ends
inherent in his nature, even if such a predisposition
has a genetic basis.
The natural must also be carefully distinguished
from the supernatural. The "supernatural" is above
1-877-862-1097

or additional to our nature and the ends inherent in
it. Although the knowledge of God is something of
which we are capable given our nature, and which
we require for our complete flourishing, the intimate,
"face-to-face" knowledge of God that is the beatific
vision is not "natural" in the sense we are discussing.
That is rather a matter of grace, of being raised to an
end higher than what we would be due or capable of
given our nature.
Is the natural law a law given by God? Yes and no.
Yes insofar as the natural law reflects the natures of
things, and God, as creator, is the author of things and
their natures. But the natural moral law is to that extent
no different from what was said above about grass,
trees, and squirrels. You don't need to study theology
in order to find out what is good or bad for grass, trees,
and squirrels; indeed, you could be an atheist and
know it. And the same thing is true for what is good or
bad for us given our nature.
The natural law differs, then, from law that is
directly given by God via a special revelation, as
with the law given to Israel through Moses. It is, in
principle, available to all men simply by virtue of
being rational and capable of knowing what is good or
bad for them given their distinctive nature.
So, for the natural law theorist, certain things
are "natural" for us in the sense of tending to fulfill
those ends of which the realization constitutes our
flourishing as the kinds of thing we are. But perhaps
it is also natural for us—in a different sense, the
sense of being a weakness to which we are prone
given the limitations of our nature—to want to deny
that we are subject to natural law. To that extent,
at least, we are all natural lawyers, but of a rather
sleazy kind—seeking, not justice, but to find any way
we can to get ourselves off the hook.
All You've Got to Do Is Act Naturally

Alphabet Books; Alphabet Coloring Book;
My Very Own Scissors Book; Alphabet
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Core Skills Phonics K-1; Classical Phonics;
First Start Reading A-D; 100 Days of
Summer Reading I (p. 44); Phonics
Flashcards (p. 45); Animal Alphabet
Coloring Book; American Language
Readers; Nature Reader K

Traditional Spelling I (p. 45);
StoryTime and More StoryTime
Treasures Literature Sets (p. 56); 100
Days of Summer Reading II; First Start
Reading Book E (p. 44)

Traditional Spelling II (p. 45); 100 Days
of Summer Reading III (p. 44);
Second Grade Literature Set (p. 56)
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New American Cursive 2 (p. 46);
Copybook Cursive I; Composition &
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Copybook (p. 20); Penmanship Tablet

Second Grade Enrichment; Second Grade Book
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Tenth Grade Literature Set (p. 57);
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Famous Men of Greece (p. 50); Horatius at the
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Grammar Stage (p. 25)

Mueller's Caesar (De Bello Gallico) (p. 24)
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Book of the Ancient Romans (p. 51);
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Greek Tragedies (p. 52);
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Book of Trees;
Exploring the World of Biology (p. 62)

Physical Science (p. 62)

Modern Biology (p. 63)
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English Grammar Recitation IV (p. 27);
Core Skills Language Arts 7

English Grammar Recitation V (p. 27);
Core Skills Language Arts 8

Traditional Logic I & II (p. 30)

Material Logic (p. 31)

200 Questions About American History; 13
Colonies (p. 38); Story of the World, Vol. 4 (p. 16)

Geography III (p. 39)

Renaissance & Reformation Times (p. 51)

A History of Medieval Europe (p. 38)
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PROJECTED SEQUENCE FOR
11TH AND 12TH GRADES

12th

Connect with other MP families in your own backyard!
The Divine Comedy (p. 53)
Twelfth Grade Literature Set (p. 57);
Poetry Book III (p. 59)

Henle Latin III (p. 24)

AP Vergil (p. 24)

The Republic and the Laws & On
Obligations (p. 53); The City of God (p. 67)

Christian Apologetics and Metaphysics

Online Conference

Precalculus

Penmanship &
Writing

MemoriaPress.com/mp-communities

SODALITAS &
TEACHER TR AINING

Math

Classical &
Christian

Latin &
Greek

Literature, Phonics,
& Spelling

11th

MP

Calculus

JULY 8 –10
Virtual curriculum training for
home and classroom educators!
Classical Composition:
Thesis & Law (p. 27)

Physics (p. 62)

Grammar, Logic,
& Rhetoric

Science &
Enrichment

REGISTER :

MemoriaPress.com/ST20

Anatomy (uses Modern Biology text)

Modern
Studies

Classical Rhetoric (p. 31)

FOLLOW
US ON
SOCIAL
MEDIA!
www.facebook.com/memoriapress

A History of Europe in the
Modern World, Volumes 1 & 2 (p. 38)

A Concise History of the
American Republic (p. 38)

www.instagram.com/memoriapress

American/Modern Studies
Grades 5-8
Text $16.95
Student $17.95
Teacher $17.95

The Story of the Thirteen Colonies
& the Great Republic
$48.00 set (text, student, teacher)
We have combined Guerber's The Story of the Thirteen
Colonies and The Story of the Great Republic into one
edited volume that makes for a perfect one-year
survey of American history in the middle school years.
The study guide includes important facts, vocabulary,
and comprehension questions for each chapter, as well
as enrichment activities such as mapwork, drawings,
research, writing assignments, and more!

200 Questions About American History

Grades 5-8

These 200 questions everyone should know about
American history are compiled from The Story of the
Thirteen Colonies & the Great Republic and The Story of
the World, Vol. 4.

Student $9.95
Teacher $5.00
Flashcards $12.95

Flashcards: These cards are based on our 200 Questions
About American History study guide, but can be used with any good American
history course.
Grades 3-8

Artner Reader's Guide to
American History

$14.95

The Artners have read and researched, selected and catalogued, the
best of children's American history books—both in and out of print.

Grades 9+
Text $174.95 (use for Year I and Year II)
Year I Student $17.95
Year I Teacher $17.95
Year II Student $17.95
Year II Teacher $17.95

A Concise History of the American Republic
Year I: $200.00 set (text, student, teacher) | Year II: $35.90 set (student, teacher)

Supplemental Reading
What a great way to study American history as
a young student—by reading good books and
immersing oneself in the lives and culture of those
who have made history!

This two-year American history course for high school addresses social, economic, and
political issues using the excellent Concise History of the American Republic text. Our study
guides provide reading notes for each chapter, as well as comprehension questions that help
students focus on the most important information from each chapter.

Third Grade $138.00 set
Fifth Grade $60.00 set

Year II: End of Reconstruction (1877) to the Reagan years (1980s).

Fourth Grade $78.00 set
Sixth Grade $56.00 set

Year I: Pre-1615 life in North America through the Reconstruction years, ending in 1877.

A History of
Medieval Europe
From Constantine to Saint Louis

$98.00 set

Discussion Questions for American
Studies Supplemental Sets
Third Grade $12.95 | Fourth Grade $12.95 | Fifth Grade $12.95

These teacher books facilitate oral discussion of the
books in our 3rd-5th grade American History Sets.

Stories of Great
Americans for
Little Americans

$12.95

Eggleston says in
his preface that "the
primary aim of this book is to furnish the little
learner reading matter that will excite his attention
and give him pleasure" and "to make the mind of
the pupil familiar with some of the leading figures
in the history of our country by means of personal
anecdote." We have included Eggleston's original
illustrations in addition to our own.

American/Modern Studies

Text $62.95
Student $18.95
Teacher $20.95
Quizzes & Tests $5.00

This course covers the tumultuous transformation of Europe in the Dark Ages and the
High Middle Ages, from the barbarian invasions and the conversion of Constantine to the
Crusades and the rise of feudalism. The study guide helps the student pull out key terms,
figures, and events, and provides comprehension and short answer essay questions.

Grades 1-3

by Edward Eggleston
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(text, student, teacher, quizzes & tests)

Grades 10+

A History of Europe in
the Modern World
Volume I (to 1815) &
Volume II (since 1815)

$40.00 guide set
(student, teacher, quizzes & tests)

Grades 10+
Vol. 1 $150.00
Vol. 2 $150.00
Student $18.95
Teacher $20.95
Quizzes & Tests $5.00

This course covers the political, societal, and religious upheavals, particularly in Western
Europe, that have shaped and reshaped the continent in the last seven hundred years. The
texts include helpful maps, timelines, and illustrations. Our new, expanded study guide
covers volumes 1 and 2, and can be completed as a one-year or two-year course.
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Geography
Grades 3-6

Grades 5+

Text $7.99
Student $12.95
Teacher $12.95
Flashcards $3.95

Geography II Text $14.95
Geography II Student $12.95
Geography II Teacher $14.95
Geography I Review Workbook $5.00
Geography I Review Teacher $7.95

Geography II: Sub-Saharan Africa,
Asia, Oceania, & the Americas

States & Capitals
$35.00 set (text, student, teacher, flashcards)
In this study guide, each state is given a two-page spread that includes
a map with room to write the state capital, nickname, abbreviation,
and fun facts about the state. By the end of this course, students will be
able to map all 50 states and capitals. We recommend that this guide be
used with Don’t Know Much About the 50 States.
Flashcards: This set includes 50 cards, with the name of each state
and a map of the state's location within the United States on one
side of the card, and the capital and detailed shape of the state on the
other. Also included are 34 country cards that introduce key world
countries and their capitals. Helpful teaching hints and suggested
activities are also included.

$48.00 set

(text, workbook, teacher
+ Geography I Review workbook & teacher)

After studying Geography I, students
are ready to cover areas of the world
outside the ancient Roman Empire. Each
lesson includes physical features, history, and
culture. Students will continue to deepen their
understanding of past and present as they
learn about ancient and modern countries.
Geography I Review: This study guide will help students retain the
knowledge they gained in their study of Geography I. The review takes
very little time and makes a great companion to Geography II.

Grades 4+

Grades 7+

Geography I Text $14.95
Geography I Student $12.95
Geography I Teacher $14.95
U.S. Review Workbook $5.00
U.S. Review Teacher $7.95
Geography Flashcards $19.95

Text $16.95
Student $17.95
Teacher $17.95
Classroom Atlas $12.00
Geography Flashcards $19.95

Geography I: The Middle East,
North Africa, & Europe

Geography III:

Exploring and Mapping the World

$65.00 set

$76.00 set (text, workbook, teacher, classroom

A unique geography program designed for
students pursuing a classical education,
Geography: The Middle East, North Africa, &
Europe covers the area that constituted the
ancient Roman Empire. Each region is explored
in its historical context in "History's Headlines"
as well as in the present in "Tour of Today."

Students learn to map the world in our
Geography I and Geography II programs.
Geography III solidifies these mapping skills and
requires students to label major landforms and
topography. Students will study the climate,
recent and current history, culture, and
religion of every continent. This text has
many illustrations of famous landmarks,
architecture, and people from around the
world, and the workbook requires students
to practice mapwork weekly. In addition to
labeling maps, students will learn to draw
each continent using the Robinson Map
Project. This is a thorough world geography
course that is perfect for middle school
students before their advanced European
and American history courses in high school.

(text, workbook, teacher, and flashcards
+ U.S. Review workbook and teacher)

The United States Review: Help students retain the knowledge they
gained in their study of States & Capitals. This review takes very little
time and makes a great companion to Geography I.
Geography I-III Flashcards: We have a big fan club for our geography
books. Our customers like the basic maps that give you just the essentials of
world geography in a straightforward manner. Now we have the flashcards
to go with them. Covering the material from Geography I, II, and III, these
flashcards will help your student master the geography of the world.

atlas, flashcards*)

Classroom Atlas: This atlas contains detailed political, economic,
environmental, and topographical maps of global regions. It is a
recommended supplement for Geography III.
*same as flashcards in Geography I set

1-877-862-1097
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N AT U R E
DEFICIT
DISORDER
BY MARTIN COTHRAN
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IT

has been called "Nature Deficit Disorder"—
the problem of people who, partly because
they do not have much interaction with
nature and partly because they are not educated about
it, simply do not know much about the natural world.
The first cause of this disorder is simply that we don't
spend much time outside anymore. This is particularly
true for children. "Here is a sobering statistic," said Collin
O'Mara in a 2018 Washington Post article:
The average American child spends five to eight hours
a day in front of a digital screen, often at the expense
of unstructured play in nature…. Since the 1990s
researchers have noticed a shift in how children spend
their free time. The days of the free-range childhood,
where kids spend hours outside playing in local parks,
building forts, fording streams and climbing trees,
have been mostly replaced by video games, television
watching and organized activities such as sports and
clubs. We have traded green time for screen time—and it
has had an impact on kids' well-being and development.

Richard Louv, author of Last Child in the Woods:
Saving Our Children from Nature-Deficit Disorder, tells
the story of a child he interviewed who told him that
he liked playing indoors more than outdoors "cause
that's where all the electrical outlets are."
The website ChildInTheCity.org reports that Britain's
National Trust found that children today spend less
than half the time outside that their parents did when
they were children. In one article Rebecca Kennedy
writes, "We are raising a generation of sedentary kids
who would much rather sit on the couch with a game
controller and Mario than be outside armed only with a
stick and their imagination."
In other words, children don't have much of a
knowledge of nature simply because they so seldom
come into contact with it.

OUR SCHOOLS ARE FAILING TO
TEACH ABOUT NATURE
But the second cause is that we don't teach much
about nature anymore in our schools. Science
education in many American classrooms has turned
almost completely away from an emphasis on what
nature consists of, and instead focuses on what I
would call "instrumental" science—science as it
can be used for certain practical or commercial
purposes. We're all about figuring out how to clone
animals or measure the level of global warming or
genetically develop insect-resistant strains of corn,
but our children can't say what kind of insect they just
Martin Cothran is the editor of The Classical Teacher and author of
Traditional Logic Books I & II, Material Logic, and Classical Rhetoric.
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brought in from the backyard or what kind of tree a
particular leaf comes from.
If you look at the Next Generation Science
Standards, for example, which have been adopted
by many states over the last several years, you can
see clearly the near-complete lack of emphasis on the
actual study of the content of nature. If you tried hard
you could find vague statements about "constructing
explanations" and "designing solutions" having to
do with various aspects of nature, but there is no
definitive mention of the taxonomy of animals, no
morphology of plants, and no attempt to teach the
physical properties of rocks and minerals. There is
no mention of bug collections. No emphasis on the
classification of plants.
Can students have an adequate understanding of
nature without knowing what makes it up?
There is not a single instance in the Next
Generation standards of any student being required
to identify, name, define, classify, observe, or describe
any individual natural object. In fact, a student could
easily meet the new science standards without ever
actually encountering an animal, a plant, or a mineral.
And while there is vague language about
"analyzing data" and "describing patterns" having to
do with astronomical bodies, students could meet
these standards without ever knowing the names or
order of the planets in our solar system.
These standards suffer from the same malady
as most modern standards documents: They have
dissected their discipline into discrete skills and failed
to put it back together again, and in the process left
most of the content out.
And aggravating this problem is the attitude of the
professional scientific community itself.

“PLANT BLINDNESS”
"The U.S. is running short of people who can
tell the forest from the trees." So says a Wall Street
Journal article by Douglas Belkin that is at least partly
indicative of the fate of science education in the U.S. in
recent years. It tells of the growing problem of "plant
blindness," a symptom of the larger Nature Deficit
Disorder. The term is used among botanists to indicate
the inability of many people—even those in the
scientific community—to identify plants.
It's as if we had discovered doctors who couldn't
diagnose diseases, accountants who couldn't recognize
debits and credits, cooks who didn't know how to use a
stove, or plumbers who were unfamiliar with pipes.
As Belkin warns:
Organizations such as the National Park Service
and Bureau of Land Management can't find enough
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scientists to deal with invasive plants, wildfire
reforestation and basic land-management issues.
The issue has prompted botanical gardens around the
nation to raise the alarm. Colleges are beefing up plant
identification coursework for a generation of botanists
more focused on their microscopes than studying
leaf patterns. Bills introduced in the U.S. Senate in
July [2018] and the U.S. House [in 2017] are aimed at
promoting botany education.

I confirmed this fact with a young friend of our
family who is studying botany in college. She related a
conversation she had with one of her professors who had
the same worry: Too few students are focusing on the
actual study of plants, and most are instead studying
the commercialized applications of the discipline.
Nobody, said her professor, seems interested in
the plants anymore.
In the article, Belkin relates:
Not only are there fewer university botany
programs, but those who graduate from
them may not be well versed in plant
identification. The cutting edge
of plant science, which has
commercial applications,
is molecular. Students
a nd u n iversit ies
are following the
significant money.

NATURE AND NARRATIVE
The nature aspect is twofold. First, we must
begin to do again those things we once did: to
reconnect ourselves personally with the natural
world and interact with it. Before the internet and
video games children played outside. They got
dirty. They climbed trees. They chased birds and
caught insects. They picked flowers. We can unplug
our kids and shoo them out of the house.
Second, we must learn about nature. We can
avail ourselves of educational programs that
prompt our children to approach nature in a
more natural way. The study of birds and insects,
mammals and trees, can make an encounter with
nature more enriching and enjoyable.
To learn the different kinds of rocks
and plants and animals is a fascinating
study if done properly. No child
is impervious to the excitement
of finding a fossil or a geode.
Finding a bird's nest with
eggs or a plant with a
unique and beautiful
flower is made even
more interesting if
you can identify
the type of bird
or plant it is, and
how it is related to
others of its kind. In
making a study of these
things using a nature study
program, you are working with
the natural curiosity of a child,
not against it.
Our disinterest in nature is not
natural; it is the result of our natural
interest being educated out of us.
The second way to rekindle an interest in
nature in our children is to study those who have
studied it—to know something about the great
discoveries and the great discoverers. Children learn
facts best through narrative, and there is a treasure
trove of fascinating tales of human courage and
ingenuity to be drawn from our quest to understand
the physical world—from the story of Archimedes
discovering water displacement to Isaac Newton
watching an apple fall from a tree; from Madame
Curie's work on radioactivity to Watson and Crick's
discovery of the structure of DNA.
Nature and narrative, study and story—in these
two ways we can reintroduce our children (and
ourselves) to the wonder of the world.

Our
disinterest in
nature is not natural;
it is the result of our natural
interest being
There is molecular
biology on the one hand,
educated out
and global ecology on the
other, says William Friedman,
of us.
a Har vard biolog y professor

consulted by Belkin. "The area in the
middle is all about how a plant grows;
that is disappearing from most university
curricula and we need this information
because things are changing really fast."
There is now only one botanist on the federal
payroll for every twenty million acres of land, many
having retired in recent years. And herbaria—plant
collections—are disappearing from the colleges in
which they used to be housed.
The money one can make in molecular biology is
one reason for the shift away from a focus on plant
identification. And the focus on global ecology is another.
We don't understand much about the natural world
because we don't spend much time in it, and because
we are not taught about it. What is the solution to
Nature Deficit Disorder?
There are two ways to regain the connection we
once had with the natural world. I call them Nature
and Narrative.
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Primary Enrichment
Classical Core
Curriculum
supplement

Classical Core
Curriculum
supplement

Classical Core
Curriculum
supplement

$16.95 ea.

$19.95 ea.

(Jr. Kindergarten,
Kindergarten,
1st Grade, or
2nd Grade)

(Kindergarten, 1st
Grade, or 2nd Grade)

My Very First
Scissors Book $6.00
My Very Own
Scissors Book $6.00

The Book of Crafts
The creative arts are an essential part of primary
school education. These activities reinforce
number and letter recognition, strengthen
fine-motor skills, and foster creativity and
confidence. There is a craft project for each
read-aloud in Memoria Press' Jr. K-2 curriculum
packages, and additional crafts that focus on art
concepts. Enjoy each of your creations and the
time spent together making them.

Enrichment Guides
These supplemental guides are organized by week,
matching our Classical Core Kindergarten, First
Grade, and Second Grade programs. Each guide
includes an overview of each read-aloud book,
author and illustrator biographies, oral reading
questions, and a simple language lesson. These
activities will help bring each read-aloud book
alive for your student. Also included are resources
for the history, culture, and science lessons,
biographies of the artists, and poetry lessons.

Classical Core Curriculum supplement

Music Enrichment

$12.95 (Used in Kindergarten, 1st, and 2nd Grades)

Music Enrichment goes into more detail on each song presented in our Enrichment
Guides, including a short backstory on each of the songs and its composer, as well
as a few interesting facts and discussion questions about the song being studied.

Scissors Books
Help your child develop hand
strength, fine-motor skills, and
independence with one or both
books in this set. In My Very First
Scissors Book, the child learns to
open and close his scissors to cut
along thick lines which fade, grow
wavy, and create shapes as the pages
progress. In My Very Own Scissors
Book, the activities coordinate with
alphabet lessons in Simply Classical
Curriculum Level C or may serve
as a useful precursor to the Jr.
Kindergarten Book of Crafts. Both
books feature perforated pages and
large "cutting boxes" to promote the
child's success.

Alphabet & Numbers
Recommended for
Ages 4-5

Recommended for
Kindergarten

$30.00 (2-book set)

$30.00 (2-book set)

Alphabet Books (Part One & Part Two)

Numbers Books (Part One & Part Two)

by Leigh Lowe

by Leigh Lowe

Learning the alphabet is the critical first step
in learning how to read. The Alphabet Book
teaches letter recognition, letter formation,
and pencil grip through repetition and tracing.
Activities, created with the younger student
in mind, make learning each letter simple
and fun. This book also introduces initial and
ending sounds, providing a gentle introduction
to phonics. The Alphabet Book acts as a great
supplement to any primary program or fullyear preschool/kindergarten program.

The Numbers Book is the perfect
introduction to numbers, counting, and
patterns. Ample tracing practice also
makes this book ideal for the slightly
older student who has already mastered
counting, but still needs extra practice
writing numbers. The activities (mazes,
coloring, pattern recognition, connect
the dots, and more!) are so much fun
that your student won't be able to wait
for the next lesson!

Alphabet Flashcards (4¼'' x 5½")
$10.00

These flashcards are modeled after our manuscript Alphabet Wall
Charts. Letters are on one side of the card and the image beginning
with that letter is on the flip side. These are perfect for reinforcing
your child's letter recognition and beginning sounds.

1-877-862-1097

Coloring Books

Recommended
for Ages 4-5
Numbers $6.00
Alphabet $6.00

These coloring books
have simple line drawings
on uncluttered pages.
The Alphabet Coloring
Book has a 2-page spread
for each letter, and the
Numbers Coloring Book
has two sets of 2-page
spreads for numbers 0-12.
The perfect supplement to
any Jr. K program.

Numbers & Colors

This book is ideal for
a student who is just
beginning to work with
numbers. Along with
introducing each number
through 15, color words are
taught. Plenty of practice is
Recommended
given with both numbers
for Ages 4-5
and color words through
$15.00
activities such as counting,
connect the dots, coloring,
number tracing, pattern recognition, and more!
Additional skills of left and right, above and
below, and grouping are also introduced.

Primary Education
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Reading & Phonics

•

First Start Reading:

Grade 1

Phonics, Reading, and Printing
by Cheryl Lowe
Grade K
Student Books (A-D)

Student Book E

$7.00

Teacher Guide for
Book E $9.95

$7.00 ea.
$14.95

Teacher Guide for Books A-D

$42.95 set (Books A-D + Teacher Guide)
Your children can begin reading instantly as they progress through 5 simple student books and
34 phonetic stories. The Teacher Guide includes helpful assessments, tips, and more!
• consonants
• short & long vowels
• 57 common words

• manuscript printing
• artist-drawn coloring pictures
• drawing pages for every letter

FSR is a balanced, age-appropriate approach to phonics and reading, with a serious focus on
correct pencil grip and letter formation. Also, while many phonics programs today use the
ladder approach (consonant-vowel blending), we prefer the more traditional (vowel-consonant)
approach combined with word families. Mastery of short vowels is the sine qua non of phonics
programs, but few programs provide adequate practice.
The FSR kindergarten program consists of 4 student books with artist-drawn pictures to color,
drawing pages for each letter or phonogram, and over 30 stories. The Teacher Guide leads you
through the program and provides helpful assessments and teaching tips.

First Start Reading, Book E

by Michelle Tefertiller
We complete our phonics for reading
program at the beginning of first grade with
First Start Reading Book E. After students
have completed Books A-D in kindergarten,
they are ready for the long vowel teams,
sounds of soft c and g, and the three sounds
of y in Book E. Once the student has
mastered the basic phonics in the FSR series,
he is ready to continue reading progress with
real literature, and continue his phonics
studies with Traditional Spelling.

*Note: Printing, an important pathway of the learning process, is an integral part of FSR. Some children, however, are reading-ready before
their motor skills are developed enough for printing. If this is the case with your child, you may use FSR without the printing component.

Classical Phonics

Grades K-2
A Child's Guide to Word Mastery
$16.95
by Cheryl Lowe
Classical Phonics consists of phonetically arranged word lists
for students to practice their growing word recognition skills.
In a word list there are no context clues, so the learner must
rely on his mastery of letter sounds. Classical Phonics is the
most effective tool we know of to address the repetition that young ones need when
learning to read. It can be used as a supplement to any phonics program, and covers
nearly all English phonograms and sounds taught through second grade.

Grade K

$150.00 set

100 Days of Summer Reading Books I-III

Grades K-2 $7.95 ea.
Reading is a subject that should continue through the summer to
avoid regression. These summer reading journals are a perfect way to
encourage young children to continue working on reading fluency.
The font size gets smaller for each journal and each page is divided
in half for drawing and writing small summaries. Kindergarten has
the unique goal of reading a book a day for 100 days!

Kindergarten Phonics & Spelling Set
Our outstanding Classical Core Curriculum phonics program
is now available as a complete set, including lesson plans.
Completion of this program will help your child learn to
read fluently and smoothly transition to our First Grade
Curriculum Package.

Character Building
Myself & Others:

Lessons for Social Understanding, Habits, and Manners by Cheryl Swope
These 14-week sets provide simple, standalone lessons in common courtesy,
character, and compassion that often seem neglected today. With easy-to-teach
instructions, each book provides 4-day lessons that can be taught in as little as
30-60 minutes per day over a single semester or summer. Myself & Others has five
components: Rules, Health, Safety, Manners, and Listening.
To view guide samples and full book set lists, visit ClassicalSpecialNeeds.com.
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Ages 4-13
Guide Books $19.95 ea.
Book One Core Set $56
Book One Read-Aloud Set $100
Book Two Core Set $22
Book Two Read-Aloud Set $95
Book Three Core Set $55
Book Four Core Set $48

MemoriaPress.com

Grades K-2

Perfect for any phonics program!
Phonics from A to Z $27.99

$24.95

Teaching Phonics & Word Study

Phonics Flashcards

Phonics from A to Z

Phonograms are letters or letter teams that represent sounds. There
are nearly 200 phonograms used to spell the 44 sounds used in the
English language. In our Phonics Flashcards we have organized these
phonograms into nine categories to give some rational order to the
irregularities of English spelling. Phonogram cards can be combined
and recombined to help students see the multiple ways a sound can
be spelled, and the multiple sounds for a particular phonogram.

Teaching Phonics & Word Study

(5.5" x 4.25")

$33.99

A manual for parents and teachers who want to go deeper into the
subject of phonics and reading. It includes information on every aspect
of how children best learn to read as well as reliable, accurate, and
common-sense advice, and extensive lists of resources.
This book is an excellent resource for Grammar School teachers who
desire additional help with phonics concepts in order to become better
spelling teachers.

Spelling
Traditional Spelling I & II

by Cheryl Lowe

This comprehensive, phonetic approach to teaching spelling is
the culmination of our primary Reading & Phonics program. It
is designed to follow completion of the Kindergarten Curriculum
Package or First Start Reading Books A-D, which ensure students have
mastered reading "consonant-vowel-consonant" words with short
vowels. Paired with StoryTime and More StoryTime Treasures in first
grade, or with the literature study guides in second grade, Traditional
Spelling provides your student with an extensive mastery-based study
of phonics for spelling and reading.

Grades 1-2

Spelling I Set $48.00 (5 books) | Spelling II Set $48.00 (5 books)
Student $14.95

ea. |

Teacher $16.95

ea. |

Spelling Practice Sheets $5.00

ea.

Spelling Supplemental Workbook $7.95 ea. | Spelling Supplemental Workbook Key $7.95

ea.

Each four-page lesson features writing and oral dictation practice, colorcoded phonogram activities, and short stories on the student's reading
level that utilize that week's spelling words.

Easy Reader classics
Classic stories from The Jungle Book, The Wind in the Willows, Tom Sawyer, and Doctor Doolittle have been adapted in these early readers so young children can read good
stories on their level. These books have simple sentences and beautiful illustrations, and are a perfect fit for primary students who are ready to practice reading fluency.
The Story of Doctor Dolittle

The Jungle Book

#1: Animal Talk
#2: The Circus Crocodile
#3: Doctor Dolittle's Great Adventure
#4: Doctor Dolittle's Magical Cure
#5: Doctor Dolittle and the Pirates
#6: Doctor Dolittle Goes Home

#1: Rikki-Tikki-Tavi Moves In
#4: Mowgli Knows Best
#5: The Boy and His Sled Dog
#6: The Brave Little Seal

The Adventures of Tom Sawyer
#1: A Song for Aunt Polly
#2: The Best Fence Painter

Grades K-2 | $3.95 ea.

$65.00 set
1-877-862-1097

The Wind in the Willows
#1: The Riverbank
#2: The Open Road
#3: The Wild Wood
#4: Home Sweet Home
#5: Sneaky Toad
#6: Restless Rat

Phonics & Spelling
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Cursive
• vw
The New American Cursive (NAC) penmanship program is an
easy-to-follow resource for learning cursive at any age. It presents
simplified letter forms using multisensory methods to aid in learning
the motor skills necessary to write well. Developed by Iris Hatfield,
an educator with 35 years of experience in the handwriting field, the
workbooks improve the process of teaching handwriting and allow
students to start at a younger age.

New American Cursive 1 by Iris Hatfield $22.95

Grades 1-4

NAC 1 is for the first grader or older beginning cursive student. The character Mr. Meerkat is the book's guide; he makes
learning cursive a pleasure as he shows how to form each letter step by step with clear starting dots and directional arrows.
Emphasis on correct pencil grip, paper position, and posture are illustrated throughout this delightful workbook. A threepage teaching guide is included, as well as 105 instructional lessons and fun artwork exercises to help build fine-motor
skills. Fifteen minutes of workbook practice a day is all it takes!

Grades 2-4

Grades 3-5

New American Cursive 2

New American Cursive 3

by Iris Hatfield

by Iris Hatfield

$22.95 ea.

$22.95 ea.

Choose from:
Famous Quotations & Scripture
Quotations from Famous Americans

Choose from:
Scripture & Lessons on Manners
Famous Quotes & Lessons on Manners

In NAC 2, Mr. Meerkat continues the
process of teaching correct letter forms and
how to easily connect each letter. Proper
size, spacing, and slant are emphasized in
this enjoyable workbook. A seven-page
teaching guide is included, along with 125
instructional exercises, lessons to develop
creative writing skills, and reproducible
practice pages.

In NAC 3, students build on the skills they
developed with workbooks 1 and 2. To further
enhance cursive skills, they practice writing in
their best cursive while learning about manners
and correspondence protocol. NAC 3 combines
proven teaching methods with the needs of
the contemporary student for a fast, legible
script. Includes a seven-page teaching guide,
100 instructional lessons, journaling pages, and
progress evaluations.

Why Learn Cursive?

Whether you are a beginning older student or are fine-tuning your penmanship
later in life, these self-guided lessons make learning cursive a pleasure. Practice
just 15 minutes a day to get remarkable results. The workbook includes a stepby-step lesson plan, practical tips for working on the size, spacing, and slant of
your letters, and writing tips for left-handers. These handwriting improvement
techniques will help you develop a legible, attractive, individual writing style.

Teach Yourself
Cursive
Grade 5-Adult

by Iris Hatfield
$22.95
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"Iris Hatfield has done it again! Teach Yourself Cursive makes practice easy
and interesting, with plenty of guides and incentives to keep us improving in
handwriting that is consistent, legible, and, yes, faster than printing. Above all,
New American Cursive is proven to be based on positive psychological principles."
— Willa W. Smith, Ed.D.

New American Cursive

•
•
•
•
•
•

Improved neural connections in the brain
Increased ability to read cursive
Increased writing speed
Improved fine-motor skills
Improved reading and spelling ability
Increased self-discipline and eye-hand
coordination
• Improved attractiveness, legibility, and fluidity
of one's signature
• Increased self-confidence, continuity, and fluidity
when communicating with the written word

Startwrite CD
$29.95
(also available as downloadable software)

Use this New American Cursive
supplemental software to create
customizable worksheets to
integrate handwriting practice with
any subject. (Windows only)

MemoriaPress.com

Copybooks
Grades K-2

Grades K-6

$14.95 ea.

$8.50 ea.

Ages 6+,
chronological age or
skill level
$14.95 ea.

Copybooks I-III by Cheryl & Leigh Lowe
$39.95 set (Copybooks I-III)
These three-in-one wonders include memory
passages, copybook exercises, and drawing
pages. We have selected Scripture from the
King James Bible and classic children's poems.
Our copybooks introduce basic strokes and
margin/spacing guidelines, along with alphabet
practice pages with traceable characters and
instructions for difficult letters.

Composition & Sketchbooks I-III
Our Composition & Sketchbooks allow each
student to write and illustrate compositions. They
are great resources for all subjects and become a
journal of your child's work for each year.
Composition & Sketchbook I:
5/8" Ruled for Younger Students
Composition & Sketchbook II:
1/2" Ruled for 1st-2nd Grade Students
Composition & Sketchbook III:
College-Ruled for Older Students

Cursive Practice Sheets I-III
(New American Cursive font)

Our Cursive Practice Sheets include pages
for practicing each cursive letter, Scripture
copywork, and blank practice sheets. Book I is
a good companion to NAC 1, Book II is extra
practice for NAC 2, and Book III is wideruled for any older student who needs more
practice. Since the most important objective of
the NAC program is mastery, the more your
student is able to practice, the better!

Grades 1-6
$14.95 ea.

Ages 6-12,
chronological age or
skill level

Ages 4-11,
chronological age or
skill level

Beginner Journal $8.50
Intermediate Journal $8.50

$8.95

Copybook Cursive Books I-IV
(New American Cursive font)

Copybook Cursive I is our original Copybook III
formatted in the New American Cursive font—
perfect for second graders alongside NAC 2 or
an older student needing more practice.
Copybook Cursive II includes Scripture passages
from Christian Studies I, the 15 brightest stars
from Astronomy, the major Greek gods from
D'Aulaires' Greek Myths, and more!

My Thankfulness Journals

My Nature Journal

(New American Cursive font) by Cheryl Swope

by Cheryl Swope

These journals let students practice cursive
while thinking about God's daily blessings in
their lives. Each page begins "Dear Heavenly
Father," and closes, "Your child," with space
for the child's signature, and room between for
students to list daily blessings. The Intermediate
Journal has a smaller font size and less tracing.

Savor small moments of wonder with your
child as he learns the simple beauty of nature.
Create a keepsake that shows your child grow
in knowledge and writing skill, while helping
make essential connections between oral and
written language. This book can stand alone
as a delightful supplement to any program.

In Copybook Cursive III, students practice their
penmanship with beautiful memory passages
from Christian Studies II.
The college-ruled lines of Copybook Cursive
IV are perfect for older students honing their
penmanship with the Scripture passages from
Christian Studies III.

Grades 1-2
$14.95

Summer Cursive

This workbook is designed as summer practice for rising second graders
who have completed New American Cursive 1. It is arranged in lessons to
be completed three times a week during the summer.

Supplements
Alphabet Wall Charts (11'' x 17'')
Available in Manuscript (blue) or Cursive (green)

Alphabet Wall Poster (22'' x 34'')

$14.95 ea.

Manuscript and
New American Cursive

Visual aids reinforce each letter of the alphabet
while young students learn to read and write
or practice their penmanship. These wall
charts make great educational posters. Each
illustration is hand-drawn. The cursive charts
use the New American Cursive font.

1-877-862-1097

$7.00

This poster lists the entire manuscript
and cursive alphabets. It is the perfect
resource if you don't have the space for
our alphabet wall charts.

Copybooks & Journals
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SIMPLY CLASSICAL

DAPPLED THINGS
by Cheryl Swope

“MICHELLE.”

I whispered hurriedly
to awaken her in the dark. "We must leave home
earlier than planned. Snow and ice are coming." Up
she scrambled, softly so as not to awaken her twin
brother in the next room.
Quickly donning the travel clothes we had laid
out the night before, Michelle met me downstairs.
With predictions of sleet, ice, snow, and high winds
along the long drive to our destination, I knew that
the sooner we left, the greater the likelihood of
avoiding the hazardous conditions.
We had looked forward to this trip
for weeks. Excited to visit a unique
Christian school designed exclusively
for children and teens with special
needs, we anticipated staying
several days to observe the
Simply Classical Curriculum
in use and to support the
faculty and students. All we
needed to do now was traverse
the eight hours of roads that
separated us from the school
and contend with the predicted
weather on the way.
As we drove miles of shaded,
winding Missouri country roads that
morning, an icy mist began spritzing
my windshield. The spritz changed
to sleet as we drove farther, and I gripped the
steering wheel more tightly. I prayed that the warmth
from the day before would keep road temperatures
sufficiently above thirty-two degrees until we reached
the more adequately treated highway.
In the quiet I thought: We are contending with nature.
This thought struck me as far too familiar; in our home
we often sense that we are contending with nature.
From the comfort of the back seat that day,
Michelle held a large physical map to track our course.
I knew she would appreciate seeing for herself that
we were headed in the right direction. She pointed out
each new town with encouragement. "This is St. James.
That means we're on the right path."
Cheryl Swope is the author of Simply Classical: A Beautiful Education
for Any Child and Memoria Press' Simply Classical Curriculum, and is
the editor of the Simply Classical Journal.
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Dappled Things

We pressed onward. If we stopped for even a
moment to refuel, the windshield refroze quickly.
We continued driving. We had planned to share
our favorite music during this trip; instead we
shared silence as we passed ice droplets glistening
on branches of trees.
The air was bitterly cold, but those country roads
remained warm enough to avoid freezing until we
turned safely onto the main highway. I relaxed a little.
Then we spotted several cars that had slid off the
major highway. I slowed my speed and on
we drove. Ice changed to snowstorms
as we passed increasingly large
heaps of white snowfall
brightening the forests and
piled high along highway
edges—beauty juxtaposed
with danger.
Weary hours later—yet
as if all of a sudden—
we were almost at our
Oklahoma destination.
Sunshine illuminated
vast, tawny fields spotted
with more hay bales than
we had ever seen in our
lives. No precipitation had
fallen here. Dry air and gusty,
biting winds greeted us, but the sky
was clear. We marveled.
We arrived, gave thanks, and began to unload our
car, which was streaked and smeared with eight hours
worth of ice and snow. No one else showed any signs
of the weather we had encountered in our journey.
In our home, both because of the mental illnesses
that abide with our children and because of our own
innate weaknesses, we contend with nature far too
often. My son, Michael, might awaken sullen and
forlorn as if all is irretrievably dreadful. Barely able
to speak or lift his eyes from the table, he may later
in the same day laugh freely as if all is well. This
relief is often preceded by an hour spent with my
husband as he excises Michael's destructive thinking
with a scalpel of love, reason, and well-sharpened
faith, and time spent outdoors together to complete
some task amid the tall pines and cedars around our
MemoriaPress.com

home. Spurred by countless nature walks from our
homeschooling days, my son often finds something
to share with me when he is finally relaxed: a
speckled toad, a woolly caterpillar, or a handful of
Queen Anne's lace to grace our kitchen.
Similarly, in a single day my daughter might
battle cramping muscle spasms, a debilitating
migraine, or a schizophrenic hallucination so bitter
she can smell death "like putrid sewer water, but
worse." Yet later the same day she may join me
outside, breathing freely under the deep blue sky, to
watch her favorite red-breasted nuthatch scurry up
and down a tree branch. She might relax in the fresh
air as Silky, her gray tabby, winds around her legs
with purring contentment.
On the one day a week that our children are away
at work simultaneously, my husband and I often
sit outside together on our front bench. This is our
respite. We bask in the balm of midday quiet. In such
moments the sanctuary of nature surrounds us with
the whirring of acrobatic hummingbirds, the drilling
of a red-bellied woodpecker, and the flutter of a
goldfinch's wings near the bird feeder.
We contend with nature's trials, but nature also
comforts. We all must take the sour with the sweet, the
swift with the slow, the speckled with the smooth.
There is only One who truly contends with
nature victoriously: the One who said, "Peace, be
still," causing the storm to cease. We sense the
fallenness of creation in treacherous weather and
danger, injury and disease, weakness and decay.
Through the Word of God we also know the certain
hope of redemption.

By the Holy Spirit we know that in Jesus Christ
"God shall wipe away all tears from their eyes; and
there shall be no more death, neither sorrow, nor
crying, neither shall there be any more pain: for
the former things are passed away" (Revelation
21:4). This understanding gives us the freedom to
face, treasure, and forgive all that enters our lives,
no matter the stubbornness, the weakness, or the
necessary contention. All things are made by Him,
and one day all things will be made new.
When we engage in nature study with our
children we need not wait to find the perfect
butterfly or the loveliest tulip. We can notice, draw,
and describe a tiny spider, a single wildflower, a
mottled bird, a gnarly beetle, or a speckled leaf. All
of nature is as fallen as we are, yet in Christ we can
embrace all of the dappled things. In doing so, we
can praise God.
Pied Beauty

by Gerard Manley Hopkins
Glory be to God for dappled things—
For skies of couple-color as a brinded cow;
For rose-moles all in stipple upon trout that swim;
Fresh-firecoal chestnut falls; finches' wings;
Landscape plotted and pieced—fold, fallow, and plough;
And all trades, their gear and tackle and trim.
All things counter, original, spare, strange;
Whatever is fickle, freckled (who knows how?)
With swift, slow; sweet, sour; adazzle, dim;
He fathers-forth whose beauty is past change:
Praise him.

SIMPLY CLASSICAL
CURRICULUM:
NEW!
LEVELS 7 & 8
Poetry, Pleiades, & Promises
Ages 11-14 (Chronological Age or Skill Level)
Simply Classical Levels 7 & 8: Poetry, Pleiades, &
Promises may be taught at the Two-Year Standard or
One-Year Accelerated pace.
SimplyClassical.com

Classical Studies
Classical Studies Suggested Timeline
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
Year 6
Year 7
Year 8

D'Aulaires' Greek Myths
Famous Men of Rome
Famous Men of the Middle Ages
Famous Men of Greece, The Trojan War,
and Horatius at the Bridge
Iliad, Odyssey, and The Book of the Ancient Greeks
The Aeneid and The Book of the Ancient Romans
Greek Tragedies (Euripides, Sophocles, Aeschylus)
The Divine Comedy

Grades 3-8

Grades 3-8

Student $12.95
Teacher $14.95

Text $19.99
Student $17.95
Teacher $17.95
Flashcards $12.95

Introduction to Classical Studies

D'Aulaires' Greek Myths

$79.95 set (student & teacher guides, Famous Men of Rome, D'Aulaires' Book of Greek

$57.00 set (text, student, teacher, flashcards)

Myths, Golden Children's Bible)

Myths are everywhere in Western art and literature and are the essential
background for a classical education. This is an ideal beginning book
regardless of age! Each of the 30 lessons presents facts to know, vocabulary,
comprehension questions, and a picture review and activities section.

This guide shows you how to teach, learn, and master the stories
fundamental to a classical education. It includes a three-year reading plan
and is the perfect course for older students needing to catch up.
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If you don't begin your classical education until middle
or high school, we would suggest that you start with Year
5 and move forward from there. Before beginning your
study of the classics, it is always helpful if your student has
a basic knowledge of Greek mythology (D’Aulaires’ Book of
Greek Myths [below]) and has read a retelling of the Trojan
War (Olivia Coolidge’s The Trojan War [p. 52]).

Grades 4-8

Grades 5-8

Text $16.95
eBook $14.00
Student $17.95
Teacher $17.95
Flashcards $12.95

Text $16.95
eBook $14.00
Student $17.95
Teacher $17.95
Flashcards $12.95

Famous Men of Rome

Famous Men of Greece

$49.00 set (text, student, teacher, flashcards)

$49.00 set (text, student, teacher, flashcards)

Famous Men of Rome is ideal for beginners of all ages who are fascinated
by the action and drama of Rome. Inside are 30 stories, covering all the
great historical characters of ancient Rome's history, from its founding
to its demise. Through this biographical approach to history, witness
the rise and fall of a great civilization through the lives of larger-thanlife figures.

If the Romans were history's great men of action, the Greeks were history's
great men of thought. Dive into the lives and minds of 32 famous Greeks
through stories detailing the rise, Golden Age, and fall of Greece. Learning
about the triumphs of Aristotle, Ptolemy, Odysseus, Pericles, Alexander the
Great, and many others will enable your students to understand why the
scope of Greek accomplishment is still known today as "The Greek Miracle."

Grades 5-8

Grades 6-8

Text $16.95
eBook $14.00
Student $17.95
Teacher $17.95
Flashcards $12.95

Text $16.95
eBook $14.00
Student $17.95
Teacher $17.95

Famous Men of the Middle Ages

Famous Men of Modern Times

$49.00 set (text, student, teacher, flashcards)

$39.95 set (text, student, teacher)

The story of the Middle Ages is told through the colorful lives of
Attila the Hun, Charlemagne, William the Conqueror, Edward the
Black Prince, and Joan of Arc, among others. This course guides
students through the turbulent "dark age" of history and illustrates the
transition from the end of ancient times to the birth of the modern era.
This book is a perfect precursor to Famous Men of Modern Times.

Modern history—history, that is, after the fall of Constantinople in
1453—can sometimes seem like a confusing jumble of unrelated
events. As a result, many curricula needlessly avoid this exciting
period of history. Famous Men of Modern Times will bring the events
of the last 500 years to life. These stories provide great insight into the
foundations of the modern world.

Classical Studies

MemoriaPress.com

Grades 6-9

Grades 6-9

Text $16.95
eBook $14.00
Student $17.95
Teacher $17.95

Text $16.95
eBook $14.00
Student $17.95
Teacher $17.95

The Book of the Ancient World

The Book of the Ancient Greeks

$39.95 set (text, student, teacher)

$39.95 set (text, student, teacher)

Dorothy Mills takes the student on an adventure, exploring the geography,
culture, architecture, and most prominent people of Egypt, Persia,
Anatolia, Israel, and more. Not only does she teach the valuable history and
lessons of the ancient peoples, but she gives the students an understanding
of the people and neighbors out of which Christianity sprung.

The journey continues, starting in Crete and ending in the Hellenistic
Age ushered in by Alexander the Great. Students learn about the
development of democracy, the primordial defense of democracy in the
Persian wars, the heyday of Athens (also known as the Golden Age), and
that sad self-destruction known as the Peloponnesian Wars. But it is not
history alone—culture, values, and life lessons are taught.

Grades 6-9

Grades 6-9

Text $16.95
eBook $14.00
Student $17.95
Teacher $17.95

Text $16.95
eBook $14.00
Student $17.95
Teacher $17.95

The Book of the Ancient Romans

The Book of the Middle Ages

$39.95 set (text, student, teacher)

$39.95 set (text, student, teacher)

Like any good Roman course, this one begins with the she-wolf who
nurses in infancy the legendary founders of Rome: Romulus and
Remus. The rise and fall of a monarchy, the embrace of a republic with
the simultaneous dislike for kings, and finally the rise of the Roman
Empire teach unforgettable principles about human nature and society.

See how Christianity spread, building a new civilization on the
remnants of the Roman Empire. From the foundation of monasteries
to the bell towers of universities, from the crowning of Charlemagne to
the execution of Joan of Arc, this program will show your student the
glory that was the rise of Christendom.

Grades 9+
Text $16.95
Student $17.95
Teacher $17.95

Renaissance & Reformation Times
$39.95 set (text, student, teacher)
Our customers are familiar with the
comprehensive and well-written historical texts
of Dorothy Mills. Now Memoria Press is making
available her excellent text on the Renaissance
and Reformation. There are, of course, strong
opinions about some aspects of this crucial period
of modern history, but history itself is and should
be an objective account of what happened, not an
editorial on what happened, and Mills succeeds
marvelously in giving readers a neutral ground on
which to base their understanding of the history
of this exciting time.

1-877-862-1097

Cheryl's Corner
a note from Cheryl Lowe

Science begins with observing, defining, and categorizing. This is
what the ancients did first, and I think this Aristotelian approach to
science is both classical and age-appropriate for the
younger student. We talk a lot about creation,
but it is only an abstraction unless students
know creation firsthand: birds, trees, insect
identification, stargazing, and learning
about the classification, physiology, and
habitats of the animal kingdom. This
grounding in natural science prepares
students well for the more advanced
scientific studies of biology, chemistry, and
physics in the upper school.
To study science and math is to learn about
creation, but also to learn about the spirit and
ingenuity of man, and to learn about the physical
world that is his home and how it can be used for his well-being.

Classical Studies
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Grades 6+

Grades 6-8

Grades 6-8

Book $14.95
Medal $5.00
Lapel Pin $2.00

Text $7.99
Student $11.95
Teacher $12.95

$9.95

The Aeneid for Boys & Girls
Horatius at the Bridge

The Trojan War by Olivia Coolidge

This study of Macaulay's 70-stanza ballad
includes vocabulary, maps, character and plot
synopses, meter, comprehension questions,
teaching guidelines, and a test. Send us a
recording of your students reciting the poem,
and we'll send them a Winston Churchill Award
certificate to present with the medal.

This retelling of the Trojan War is the best
preparation for reading Homer. Each lesson
has reading notes, vocabulary, comprehension
questions, and an enrichment section with
discussion topics, writing, art, and mapwork.
Your student will know the main characters,
the gods and goddesses, and the storyline of the
Iliad and Odyssey.

$19.95 set (book, medal, pin)

$80.00 set
(text, student, teacher, DVDs)

Text $16.00
Student $16.95
Teacher $16.95
DVDs $45.00

Alfred Church's retelling of Virgil's
Aeneid is a great introduction to the
story of Aeneas, who escaped from
the burning city of Troy and founded
Rome, the New Troy. Students will gain
a good grasp of the characters and story
of the Aeneid and be ready to tackle the
more difficult writing of Virgil.

The Iliad & Odyssey

Iliad Text $12.00
Iliad eBook $7.00
Iliad Student $11.95
Iliad Teacher $12.95
Iliad DVDs $45.00

$75.00 Iliad set (novel, student, teacher, DVDs)
$75.00 Odyssey set (novel, student, teacher, DVDs)
$135.00 complete set (Iliad and Odyssey sets)

by Alfred J. Church

Grades 7+

Samuel Butler translation

Western civilization begins with the Iliad and Odyssey. This
is a perfect place to start your study of the great books. Our
study guides will help bring Homer's great works alive for
your student. Our Teacher Manual has inset student pages
with answers, teacher notes for each lesson, quizzes, and tests,
giving the teacher all the background information needed to
teach these books.

Odyssey Text $12.00
Odyssey eBook $7.00
Odyssey Student $11.95
Odyssey Teacher $12.95
OdysseyDVDs $45.00

The Aeneid

Grades 8+

David West translation
After Homer, the Aeneid is logically your next great book to study. Virgil's epic story of the founding of
Rome will come alive when read with the help of our study guide as you continue your quest to master
the classics. This is a great preparation for AP Latin also. Our Teacher Guide has inset student pages
with teacher notes and background information for each lesson.

Grades 9+

Grades 9+

Grades 9+

Text $13.00
Student $17.95
Teacher $17.95
DVDs $45.00

Text $15.00
Student $17.95
Teacher $17.95
DVDs $45.00

Text $11.00
Student $17.95
Teacher $17.95
DVDs $45.00

The Oresteian Trilogy

The Three Theban Plays

Medea & Other Plays

Aeschylus was the first of the three great
tragic playwrights. The Oresteia is the
exciting trilogy about the end of the curse of
the House of Atreus. Join Orestes as he seeks
to avenge his father's murder, but discovers,
along with us, that revenge only begets
revenge—that mercy and litigation are the
better ends of justice.

Sophocles, "famous for wisdom," won the
playwright competition at the Festival of
Dionysus many times. Here is the story
of Oedipus, fated to unknowingly kill his
father and marry his mother. This is the
great myth, influencing all subsequent
literature. Fate, free will, the quest for
knowledge and truth—the glory and
downfall of Western civilization.

Euripides further developed the tragedy,
instituting the deus ex machina, a prologue
with a background, and greater realism.
His heroes are less resolute and more
psychological, fraught with internal conflict.
In his characters, we see the polar extremes
to which human nature may go: cold reason
and maniacal passion, nobility and cruelty,
triumph and regret, grief and comfort.

by Aeschylus, Translated by Philip Vellacott

by Sophocles, Translated by Robert Fagles

by Euripides, Translated by Philip Vellacott

$225.00 Greek Tragedies Complete Set (3 texts, 3 student guides, 3 teacher guides, 3 DVD sets)
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Streaming Instructional Videos available for Iliad, Odyssey,
Aeneid, Greek Tragedies, and Divine Comedy! (p. 4)

MemoriaPress.com

Grades 10+

Grades 10+

Grades 10+

Text $21.00
Student $16.95
Teacher $16.95
Quizzes & Tests $5.00
Streaming Instructional
Videos $45.00

Text $12.95
Student $17.95
Teacher $17.95

Text $13.95
Student $17.95
Teacher $17.95

The Divine Comedy

by Dante Alighieri, Translated by John Ciardi

$55 set (text, student, teacher, quizzes & tests)
$97 set (all books + streaming instructional videos)

The Divine Comedy is one of the crown jewels
of both Western and Christian literature.
This epic, allegorical poem illustrates Dante's
spiritual journey of redemption that takes
him through the pit of Hell (the Inferno) to
the Beatific Vision of God (the Paradiso). The
Student Guide contains helpful study questions
and reading notes for difficult lines.

The Republic and The Laws

On Obligations

Marcus Tullius Cicero, a Roman statesman
from the first century B.C., was convinced
that the upright moral life was the happier
life. The Republic became the blueprint
of the U.S. government almost 2,000
years after it was written. In The Laws,
Cicero defends his understanding of the
upright moral life. His writings became the
foundation for the West's philosophical
discussion on the natural law.

Cicero was a man trying to give the
politicians of his day solid principles by
which to live as they drove his fatherland,
Rome, down the royal road of decay. His
work On Obligations played a large role
in Western Christendom but is daunting
to read alone. Let us accompany your
highschooler as he learns the principles of
justice, wisdom, beneficence, courage, and
propriety.

by Cicero, Translated by Niall Rudd

by Cicero, Translated by P. G. Walsh

Classical/Christian Supplements
Grades 3-7
Timeline Composition & Sketchbook $9.95
Timeline Handbook $9.95
Timeline Student Flashcards $12.95
Timeline Wall Cards $12.95

Timeline Program

Events from Ancient to Modern Times

$39.95 set (sketchbook, handbook, wall cards, flashcards)
Students will master a total of 60 events over the course of
five years (3rd-7th grades). History is a very unsystematic
subject, and time is very abstract. Students need a timeline
that they memorize, build on, and recite every year.
Timeline Composition & Sketchbook: A two-page spread
for each event: a picture frame for illustrating on one side
and a page of blank lines for a summary on the other side.
To be completed over five years.
Timeline Handbook: Teaching guidelines, charts by grade
and time period, and summaries of each event.
Timeline Flashcards: One side has the date and the reverse
side has the event. These cards are color-coded to the
Timeline Wall Cards.

Timeline Wall Cards shown above. More samples: MemoriaPress.com.

Timeline Wall Cards: The date and event on the same
side. Cards are added throughout the year as students study
history in Classical/Christian Studies and American Studies.

For All Ages!

For All Ages!

Large Wall Maps (22'' x 34'') $35.00
Small Wall Maps (11'' x 17'') $19.95

Large Wall Maps (22'' x 34'') $35.00
Small Wall Maps (11'' x 17'') $19.95

Ancient Civilization Wall Maps

Christian Studies Wall Maps

Make the ancient civilization stories come alive on your classroom
walls. These color wall maps are perfect for any classical education
classroom. Each set includes individual maps of Greece, Italy, the City
of Rome, and the Roman Empire. These maps contain all the hot spots
in the classical world.

Since understanding geography is important to biblical studies, we have
developed a set of five Christian Studies wall maps. They include three
maps for the Old Testament and two for the New Testament. These
maps are an ideal supplement for Memoria Press' Christian Studies I-IV
or for any Bible program.

1-877-862-1097
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On Reading Nature
by Kyle Janke

W

hen I was in graduate school, the literature
department hosted a lecture on ecology,
which is the science of our relationship to our
surroundings. The speaker was promoting a book in
which he proposed the elimination of the term "nature"
from academia. Our use of the word, he asserted, fosters
an imagined division between inside and outside. He
denied the existence of any such division. There is no "in
here" as opposed to "out there." We are part of nature,
he said, and so should have no word for it. Insomuch as
this division between "in" and "out," "here" and "there,"
seemed to me the entire point of literary craft, I reacted
to his lecture with two significant responses that have
guided my reading ever since. The first was to find
it odd that a literature department would welcome a
thinker whose thoughts were so opposed to literature

Kyle Janke teaches upper school literature at Highlands Latin School. He is a
husband and father of what will soon be four sons. In addition to literature,
he enjoys hunting as well, and reading the book of nature firsthand.
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itself. (Readers should be wary of writers who empty
words of meaning instead of filling them.) The second
response led me to become a teacher, because at no
other time have I learned more, while being taught less,
than when I sought my master's degree in literature at a
modern university. The reason for this is fundamental.
Because the value of books—and our cause in teaching
them—depends upon a traditional definition of nature as
authored and distinct from us, the modern denial of this
results in a neglect of literary art itself.
Literature is a subject besieged by modernity, and
nature is its citadel. The best approach to reading is
one that assumes a traditional vision of the cosmos as
created and prepared for us. This approach adheres
to ancient notions. The modern approach, because it
is irreligious, denies such supernatural or intentional
preparation of nature. This controversy involves
literature, for if the universe is not created, neither is a
book. Naturalism implies that every creative decision
has its source in the conflict of natural forces and not
MemoriaPress.com

in the sovereignty of an author's mind. Modern critics
dismiss works of individual genius, preferring instead
to analyze influence. The word "classic" has vanished
from literary studies, even as "nature" threatens to. Yet
today's progressive literature departments, like logging
companies, pride themselves in planting more words
than they reap. Feminism, Marxism, psychoanalysis,
post-colonialism, patriarchy, gender, race, and, of course,
ecology, are now all literary terms. Academics assert that
these are necessary to the study of the external forces that
define a text's morphology, alike to Darwin's finches. Yet
there is a division between an
author's mind and his surroundings,
an inside and an outside. His very
act of writing proves it. Adhering
to his vision and not to any other,
a writer defies external pressures.
He has something to say, which is
a quality of belief independent of
circumstance. So the great authors
themselves mount the staunchest
resistance to modern literary studies,
assuming a certain vision of nature
by the very act of sharing it with
readers. It is not the content but
the form of literature that proves
creation. Authorship is in harmony
with a traditional view of the cosmos.
It is by this assumption that
authors converse. Great books are not written from
within nature, but exist instead as a commentary from
without. An author's portrayal of the world, which
must be full of individual expression, constitutes an
assertion about the universe itself. When we imagine
the "great conversation," we should picture great
authors gathering at a window, gazing at the world
outside. Everything depends on the window, which
separates the creative author from authored creation.
Look outside. Each creature is fit to a place. Our
wonder, which craves the diversity of the blue frog
and the blind fish, depends on our surprise that, while
strange to us, such creatures seem familiar to nature. We
delight in the fitness of a fish, in that it needs no wings—
unless it is a flying fish, in which case we would never
wish it were a bird! Authors delight in well-made things.
Nature provides them with an inexhaustible spring of
imagery. So Dante likens his sinners to frogs, his saints
to butterflies. Blake's tiger burns where a lion could not.
We wonder as nature displays its goodness. It is wellmade. This is the window, the distinguishing fact; for
man once fit in a garden too. Looking at nature, we see
what we were and we imagine being what we no longer
are. Our creative efforts aspire to Eden. We imitate that
well-made place, for as every child sportsman has his

hero, so each author has his. Writers read nature like
a book, written by somebody wiser. They do not build
nests; they build libraries. That is to say, they are not
outside; rather, they are looking outside.
So why would a literature department seek to shatter
the window through which we look? Why ban the word
"nature?" Because that literature department does not
believe in the Garden of Eden. The universe, they say,
was not created and was therefore never perfectly "fit to
a place." Instead, it was born of social and geographical
circumstance―the result of conflict, disharmony, and
catastrophic big bangs, alike to the
scientist's vision of nature. Three
outcomes follow from this view,
each destructive to literary art.
First, this approach results in
wretchedness, which offers but
poor inspiration to write. Dickens
speaks of the guillotine with a
razor wit―we laugh our heads
off. Not so with contemporary
authors. It is not enough that we
must suffer, we must do it without
humor, for we must swallow every
dark pronouncement. Second,
modern literature talks itself into
silence. It says there is no such
thing as invention, and so stops
inventing. Our guest lecturer made
a fine example: to eliminate "nature" as a term requires
its frequent use in his lecture. (Of course, though such a
contradiction is quite human it is not natural, and that
is the point.) Thirdly, the modern critic must preserve
diversity in isolation, like Darwin's finches, in order to
analyze it at all. Each text must inhabit its own lonely
isle of selective influence. The graduate classrooms in
which I studied were defined by this isolation. Each
student had his personal view, to be accepted by the
class in the spirit of equality but never really responded
to in conversation. Contemporary critics cannot see that
authors must converse from a common window. Each
has something to say about what we all see.
When we read, we gaze from this window through
the most comprehensive pairs of eyes. They look out
at creation, that well-made work to which their craft
aspires. The lesson is seeing what great authors see.
That is the literature teacher's job. Students listen to
Shakespeare because Dickens did, not because teachers
tell them to. Science separates and classifies, which is
essential to thought, but it is nature's propriety that we
think about. So we listen as each author turns from the
window back to the room. Nature is in his mouth; he
is naming its imagery even as Adam named its beasts.
Only by this might we imagine ourselves.

There is a division
between an author's
mind and his
surroundings, an
inside and an outside.

1-877-862-1097
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Primary School Literature

Grade 1
$44 Set

StoryTime Treasures
(guides + novels)

$63 Set
More StoryTime Treasures
(guides + novels)

Grade 2
$85 Set

(student & teacher guides)

$135 Set + Novels
(guides & novels)
Recommended Supplement:

StoryTime Treasures

More StoryTime Treasures

StoryTime Treasures Student
Guide $14.95
StoryTime Treasures Teacher
Guide $16.95
Little Bear $4.95
Caps for Sale $7.99
Frog and Toad Are Friends $4.99
Make Way for Ducklings $9.99

More StoryTime Treasures Student Guide $14.95
More StoryTime Treasures Teacher Guide $16.95
Billy and Blaze $7.99
Blaze and the Forest Fire $7.99
The Story About Ping $4.99
Keep the Lights Burning, Abbie $7.99
Stone Soup $7.99
The Little House $7.99
Miss Rumphius $8.99

Student Guides $11.95 ea.
Teacher Guides $7.00 ea.
Animal Folk Tales of America $12.95
Prairie School $4.99
The Courage of Sarah Noble $5.99
Little House in the Big Woods $8.99
Beatrix Potter novels $7.99 ea.

Literature Dictionary $4.95

Animal Folk
Tales of America

Prairie
School

The Courage of
Sarah Noble

StoryTime
Treasures

Little House in
the Big Woods

More StoryTime
Treasures

Tales from
Beatrix Potter

Literature
Dictionary

Grammar School Literature

Grade 3
$95 Set

(student & teacher guides)

$125 Set + Novels
(guides & novels)

Grade 4
$95 Set

(student & teacher guides)

$137 Set + Novels
(guides & novels)

Grade 5
$69 Set

(student & teacher guides)

$94 Set + Novels
(guides & novels)

Grade 6
$95 Set

(student & teacher guides)

$118 Set + Novels
(guides & novels)
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Student Guides $11.95 ea.
Teacher Guides $12.95 ea.
Farmer Boy $8.99
Charlotte's Web $9.99
A Bear Called Paddington $9.99
Mr. Popper's Penguins $7.99

Student Guides $11.95 ea.
Teacher Guides $12.95 ea.
The Cricket in Times Square $7.99
Homer Price $7.99
The Blue Fairy Book $9.95
Dangerous Journey $25.00

Farmer Boy

Charlotte's Web

A Bear Called
Paddington

Mr. Popper's Penguins

The Cricket in Times
Square

Homer Price

The Blue Fairy Book

Dangerous Journey

The Lion, the Witch and
the Wardrobe

Heidi

Lassie Come-Home

Adam of the Road

The Door in the Wall

The Adventures of
Robin Hood

Student Guides $11.95 ea.
Teacher Guides $12.95 ea.
The Lion, the Witch
and the Wardrobe $9.99
Heidi $6.99
Lassie Come-Home $7.99

Student Guides $11.95 ea.
Teacher Guides $12.95 ea.
Adam of the Road $7.99
The Door in the Wall $6.99
The Adventures of Robin Hood $6.99
King Arthur and His Knights
of the Round Table $6.99

King Arthur and
His Knights of the
Round Table

MemoriaPress.com

upper School Literature

Grade 7
$95 Set

(student & teacher guides)

$129 Set + Novels
(guides & novels)

Grade 8
$95 Set

(student & teacher guides)

$129 Set + Novels
(guides & novels)

Grade 9
$95 Set

(student & teacher guides)

$131 Set + Novels
(guides & novels)

Grade 10
$95 Set

(student & teacher guides)

$122 Set + Novels
(guides & novels)

Grade 11
$55 Set

(text, student guide, teacher
guide, quizzes & tests)

$97 Set

(text, student guide, teacher
guide, quizzes & tests,
streaming instructional videos)

Grade 12
$95 Set

(student & teacher guides)

$145 Set + Novels
(guides & novels)

Student Guides $11.95 ea.
Teacher Guides $12.95 ea.
The Trojan War $7.99
Anne of Green Gables $9.95
The Bronze Bow $8.99
The Hobbit $10.99

Student Guides $11.95 ea.
Teacher Guides $12.95 ea.
Treasure Island $9.95
The Wind in the Willows $9.95
As You Like It $9.95
The Adventures of
Tom Sawyer $9.95

Student Guides $11.95 ea.
Teacher Guides $12.95 ea.
Beowulf the Warrior $10.95
Sir Gawain and the
Green Knight $12.00
The Hound of the Baskervilles $11.00
A Midsummer
Night's Dream $9.95

Student Guides $11.95 ea.
Teacher Guides $12.95 ea.
Romeo and Juliet $5.95
The Scarlet Letter $8.95
Julius Caesar $7.95
Pride & Prejudice $9.95

The Divine Comedy $21.00
Student Guide $16.95
Teacher Guide $16.95
Quizzes & Tests $5.00
Streaming Instructional Videos
$45.00

Student Guides $11.95 ea.
Teacher Guides $12.95 ea.
A Tale of Two Cities $11.95
Hamlet $8.95
Macbeth $7.95
Anna Karenina $30.00

The Trojan War

Anne of Green Gables

The Bronze Bow

The Hobbit

Treasure Island

The Wind
in the Willows

As You Like It

The Adventures
of Tom Sawyer

Beowulf
the Warrior

Sir Gawain and
the Green Knight

The Hound of
the Baskervilles

A Midsummer
Night's Dream

Romeo and Juliet

The Scarlet Letter

Julius Caesar

Pride & Prejudice

Hamlet

Macbeth

Anna Karenina

Divine Comedy

A Tale of Two Cities

Mix and match any 10 or more individual Memoria Press literature
guides and receive 15% off your literature guide purchase!
Use coupon code LITGUIDE at checkout!
1-877-862-1097
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Alternate Literature Options

Grades 3-7

Grades 3-4
The Moffats
Student $11.95
Teacher $12.95
Novel $7.99

Grades 4-5
My Side of
the Mountain
Student $11.95
Teacher $12.95
Novel $7.99

Grades 5-7
The Twenty-One Balloons
Student $11.95
Teacher $12.95
Novel $7.99

Grades 8-9
Little Women
Student $11.95
Teacher $12.95
Novel $14.95

Grades 9+
Henry IV, Part 1
Student $11.95
Teacher $12.95
Novel $5.99

Grades 9+
Henry V
Student $11.95
Teacher $12.95
Novel $5.99

Grades 9+
King Lear
Student $11.95
Teacher $12.95
Novel $7.95

Grades 9+
The Merchant of Venice
Student $11.95
Teacher $12.95
Novel $7.95

Grades 9+
Jane Eyre
Student $11.95
Teacher $12.95
Novel $11.95

Grades 8-12

Literary and
Rhetorical Terms

Grades 9+
To Kill a Mockingbird
Student $11.95
Teacher $12.95
Novel $15.99
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Grades 9+
Canterbury Tales
Student $11.95
Teacher $12.95
Novel $12.95

Grades 9+
Robinson Crusoe
Student $11.95
Teacher $12.95
Novel $10.00

Grades 9+

This handy companion
book is a compilation
of all the literary and
rhetorical terms used
in our upper school
literature guides.

$9.95

MemoriaPress.com

Poetry
Grades K-2

Poetry for the Primary Stage

Grades 3-7

Grades 7+

Student $14.95
Teacher $16.95
Anthology $15.95

Student $14.95
Teacher $16.95
Anthology $19.95

Poetry & Short Stories:

$9.95

Poetry for the Grammar Stage

Your child will be delighted by the
whimsy and inspired by the beauty
of the beloved poems in our Poetry
for the Primary Stage anthology,
which includes poems appropriate for
children in K-2. These selections are
perfect for family read-aloud time or
memorization practice.

$42.00 Set (student, teacher, anthology)

American Literature

Our illustrated anthology is the perfect
companion for this study guide,
which includes vocabulary work and
comprehension questions, and introduces
students to beginning concepts of poetry
analysis. Poems increase in difficulty as
students move through the book in each
year of the grammar stage.

Revisit the Old World elegance of
Irving's prose and the range of Poe's
romanticism. Enjoy the Fireside Poets—
Longfellow, Whittier, and Holmes.
Rediscover the rich, varied authenticity
of American literature with this
anthology and study guide.

$45.00 Set (student, teacher, anthology)

Grades 8+

Poetry, Prose, & Drama (Book I):
The Old English & Medieval Periods

The British Tradition
Sets $45.00 ea.

Student $14.95 ea.

Poetry & Prose (Book II):
The Elizabethan to the Neoclassical Age

Poetry (Book III):
The Romantic to the Victorian Age

| Teacher $16.95 ea. | Anthology $19.95 ea.

(student, teacher, anthology)

Did you ever wish you didn't have to sort through all the thousands of poems that have been written over the years to find the best of the best? Cheryl
Lowe has done the work for you in these British Poetry Anthologies. The accompanying guides utilize reading notes, comprehension questions, and Socratic
discussion questions to lead students to discover the Central One Idea of each work.

Send your students on
a live journey through
classical literature!
REGISTER TODAY AT:
MemoriaPressAcademy.com

LITERATURE CLASSES
Grammar School I  Grammar School II  Grammar School III  Grammar School IV  Middle School I  Middle School II  Medieval Literature
The Short Story  The Novel  Austen/Shakespeare  The Divine Comedy  Senior Seminar: Tolkien/Lewis  AP Literature & Composition
1-877-862-1097
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FINE ARTS

Nature & the Birth of the New
by Dr. Carol Reynolds

F

ew aspects of life inspire artists more than
nature. Whether in painting, poetry, music,
theater, or dance, creative artists across the
centuries have depicted and reflected upon the
physical phenomena of our world. Both the grandest
subjects (mountains, planets) and those most intimate
and fragile (gossamer dragonfly wings) are defining
elements in the arts throughout our Western heritage.
When artists depict nature, they generally respond
to or incorporate the prevailing aesthetic styles of
their day. Up through the eighteenth century Western
artists strove to capture nature realistically, using what
we might call a "photographic approach." Their main
limitations tended to be technical: How well could their
materials (pigments, notes, words, movements) and
concepts portray natural phenomena?
Dr. Carol Reynolds is a speaker and educator, and the widely
acclaimed author of Discovering Music and other programs. She
regularly leads arts tours throughout Europe and the Mediterranean,
recently in partnership with the Smithsonian Institute.
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By the dawn of the nineteenth century, artists were
moving away from realism, flirting with emotionallycharged depictions of nature's power, and extracting
psychological meanings from nature. Today, we call
this trend Romanticism, and recognize it as a reaction
to the Enlightenment and a factor in the cataclysmic
move towards a secularized society.
With the birth of photography, film, and sound
recording, the artist's job shifted from capturing
outward reality to a focus on inner realities. Resulting
works conveyed startling visions of the natural world.
The outburst of new styles jarred audiences (e.g.,
surrealism, modern choreography, atonality).
Throughout all this, subjects from nature never
lost favor with artists. Consequently, we can look
across the spectrum of our Western heritage and see
how depictions of nature reflect what we might call
the "march of aesthetics."
For the sake of this essay, let us consider two
examples—the first a painting, and the second a
MemoriaPress.com

symphony. Both were created by German artists
trained in the techniques of eighteenth-century
Classicism, who came into fame right after 1800. Both
artists were drawn to the new ideals of Romanticism.
Our painter, Caspar David Friedrich, made
his reputation by exploring the spooky, often
transcendental ideas of Gothic Romanticism; our
composer, Ludwig van Beethoven, grappled with the
monumental forces of symphonic form, orchestral color,
and the newly dominant keyboard we call the piano. In
each man's spiritual life, nature played a central role.

Caspar David Friedrich, 1774-1840
Born on the Baltic Sea to a large German family,
Friedrich is known as "the moon painter." He explored
popular societal questions, including the effect of
nature on the human psyche. Friedrich's paintings
also reflect the buzz surrounding new scientific
inventions of his time which allowed scientists to map
the moon and decipher celestial phenomena.
Responding to these "fashions of the time" and, likely,
to family tragedies that affected his childhood, Friedrich
depicted Christian symbols as crumbling remnants
juxtaposed against the vitality of nature. For example,
he would wrap vestiges of an old church tower within
winter vines on the verge of blossoming with life.
Viewers today are hard-pressed to imagine
Friedrich's paintings as radical or unnerving. After all,
we have been to the moon! How could we moderns
find the depiction of a lone man gazing across an
ocean of fog to be provocative?
Yet it was. In 1818 Friedrich's Wanderer Above the
Sea of Fog screamed "new" and "radical." First, the man
is painted from the back. Try to imagine any portrait
from a previous era captured with this perspective.
Everything expected from a painting of a human being
is negated by Friedrich's presentation of a figure who
has scaled dangerous rocks to take his vantage point.
And what has captured the subject's attention? A
powerful yet sublime sky billowing with fog. Perched on
his promontory, the dark figure becomes an element of
nature—an extension of the rock itself. He beckons us to
stand with him and immerse ourselves in a soft visage
of nature while simultaneously proclaiming the world
below to be masked, dangerous, and unknowable.
The very title of the painting bespeaks the
Romantic era's favorite pastime: wandering.
Wanderers, or wayfarers, became the archetype
of Romantic seekers who traveled, not to reach a
destination, but to be engulfed in nature's phenomena.
To enter more fully into Friedrich's paintings,
then, we must try to wind our minds back in time
and view his works with historical eyes. As we do
this, we see how the artist framed his ideas against
1-877-862-1097

works of previous eras when such provocative
imagery had not yet appeared.

Ludwig van Beethoven, 1770-1827
Along the same lines, how could the elemental
sound of a flute, or the "twitters" of a violin be so radical
as to transport an unsuspecting listener into a new
world of sound? Were Beethoven's musical depictions of
nature in his Pastoral Symphony in 1808 really so new?
The answer is a resounding "yes," with a bit
of "no" kept in reserve. While composers before
Beethoven incorporated references to nature, music
before his time was rooted in objective, theoretical
forms that followed preset conventions. Innovations
and delights were to be found, of course, but
composers had not pushed conventions to the point
where narrative content overflowed the formal
structures to become something new.
Yet this is the impetus behind many of Beethoven's
compositions: the desire to stretch, even obliterate,
formal conventions by injecting new harmonies,
rhythms, and melodic styles to the point of discomfort
for his listeners.
In the Pastoral Symphony, we hear what Beethoven
labeled "an expression of feelings" attesting to his love
affair with nature. An inveterate walker, Beethoven
spent hours hiking through forests and meadows
around Vienna. In a letter in 1810 he wrote,
How delighted I will be to ramble for a while through
the bushes, woods, under trees, through grass, and
around rocks. No one can love the country as much as I
do. For surely woods, trees, and rocks produce the echo
that man desires to hear.

The pastoral ideal framing Beethoven's Pastoral
Symphony happens to be one of music's oldest
programmatic elements. We recognize the pastoral
when we hear gentle, swaying rhythms, simple
harmonies sometimes undergirded by drones
(sustained notes), and the use of flutes or reeded pipes
to evoke shepherds whiling away time with music.
Beethoven paints his beloved Austrian meadows
with melodic calls of the nightingale and cuckoo. The
brook babbles with charm until suddenly overshadowed
by a thunderstorm. The final movement portrays—to use
Beethoven's descriptive title—the "Shepherd's Cheerful
and Grateful Feelings After the Storm."
Looking at both of these works, we find two
contrasting, yet complementary snapshots of nature.
Themes from nature would continue to inspire visual
artists, even within the most radical changes in style.
After Beethoven, composers increasingly wooed their
audiences with bolder imagery in sound, propelling
music into new forms that ultimately led to the film
scores of our day.
Nature & the Birth of the New
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Science & nature
Grades 3+

Grades 4+

Grades 3+

Student $14.95
Teacher $16.95
The World of Mammals $17.99
What Is a Mammal? $7.95
What Is the Animal
Kingdom? $7.95

Text $14.95
Student $14.95
Teacher $16.95
eBook $12.00
Peterson Guide $7.95

Student $14.95
Teacher $16.95

The Book of Astronomy

The Book of Insects

Mammals

$60.00 set (student, teacher, The World of Mammals,

$48.00 set (text, student, teacher, field guide)

$31.90 set (student & teacher)

What Is a Mammal?, What Is the Animal Kingdom?)

With a reader that takes a narrative approach
to the life of insects and a workbook that
takes your student through the different
kinds of insects, this course will enthrall your
student by taking creatures many of us revile
and making out of them a fascinating study!

Using the system of the Greeks and
Romans, your student will learn the
story of the sky. This guide covers
stars, constellations, the motion of the
earth, and the zodiac.

Young students love to study animals! Our Mammals
Student Guide covers rodents, elephants, primates,
marsupials, and much more! Students will answer
comprehension questions and draw the animals they are
studying. The Teacher Guide includes quizzes and tests.

Grades 6+

The Book of Trees

Grades 6+

Grades 5+

Text $14.95
Student $14.95
Teacher $16.95
Peterson Guide $7.95
The Tree Book for
Kids and Their
Grown Ups $15.95

Reader $17.99
Student $14.95
Teacher $16.95
Peterson Guide $7.95
Coloring Book $8.95
Flashcards $9.95
(31 cards per set)

$59.00 set (text, student, teacher, field guide, Tree Book)
Our Book of Trees, along with a student
workbook and teacher key, will teach your
student the different parts and kinds of
plants, the processes of photosynthesis and
respiration, and about flowers and fruits and
other wonders of creation.

The Book of Birds
$85.00 set

Text $21.95
Student $11.95
Teacher $12.95

Nature's Beautiful Order
Christopher O. Blum &
John A. Cuddeback

(reader, student, teacher, field guide, What's That Bird?, coloring book, flashcards)

$45.00 set (text, student, teacher)

The Book of Birds is a thorough introduction to the
fascinating world of birds, covering everything from anatomy
and the physics of flight to social habits and habitats.

This introduction to natural history
instills in the beginning student of
biology a love for the beauty and order
of the animal kingdom through the
eyes of the classical naturalists.

Add Tiner's Exploring the History of Medicine and make
it a full-year science course: $108.00 set

Novare Science
Novare is committed to a mastery-learning paradigm. Accurate explanations and a thorough
treatment of the subject matter characterize these courses from start to finish. The Resource CDs
include quizzes and exams, a teacher key, weekly review guides, and more!

Earth Science
Kevin Nelstead

Text $14.99 ea. | Student Questions $5.00 ea.
Teacher Key & Tests $8.00 ea.

John H. Tiner's Science
Grades 5-9
Choose From: Exploring the History of Medicine |
Exploring Planet Earth | Exploring the World of
Mathematics | Exploring the World of Chemistry |
Exploring the World of Physics | Exploring the World of
Biology | Exploring the World of Astronomy

We love John H. Tiner's science books for
middle school students. He writes from a
biblical perspective and has won numerous
awards for his books on science for young
people. These illustrated books have review
questions and activities after every chapter, and
Memoria Press has written supplemental review
questions, unit reviews, and tests for each book.
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Grades 6-8
Earth Science
$75.00
Resource CD
$50.00

Physical Science

(3rd Ed.) John D. Mays
Grades 8+
Physical Science
$75.00
Resource CD
$50.00

Introductory Physics

(2nd Ed.) John D. Mays

Physics: Modeling Nature
John D. Mays

Grades 9+
Introductory
Physics $75.00

Grades 9+
Physics $105.00

Resource CD $50.00

Resource CD $50.00

Solutions Manual $15.00

Solutions Manual $40.00

Experiments $15.00

Experiments $20.00

General Chemistry
(2nd Ed.) John D. Mays

Accelerated Chemistry
Grades 9+

General Chemistry $90.00
Resource CD $50.00
Complete Solutions $40.00
Solutions Manual $28.00
Student Lab Report
Handbook $22.50
Experiments $27.00

(2rd Ed.) John D. Mays

Grades 9+
Accelerated Chemistry
$105.00
Resource CD $50.00
Solutions Manual $28.00

MemoriaPress.com

Grades 9+

Modern Biology
$190.00 set (text, student, teacher, tests, coloring workbook, streaming instructional videos)

Memoria Press' Guide to Modern Biology is designed to teach students the science of life in a clear and
understandable way. Modern Biology is a big book, but Highlands Latin School's Dr. Rebecca Shelburne has
designed this course to cover only the material students need for a complete high school course. Students will
spend several weeks on biochemistry, cell structure, and the fundamentals of genetics, picking up later in the
book with microbiology and the structure and function of plants, and concluding with a study of vertebrate
and invertebrate animals.
Text $108.00 | Student $19.95 | Teacher $22.95
Tests $5.00 | Coloring Workbook $22.99
Streaming Instructional Videos $45.00

Dr. Shelburne's illuminating lectures in the Instructional Videos explain and expand upon the
information in the text, while the Student Guide and Coloring Workbook walk students toward
mastery and prepare them for the Tests. This great text, along with Dr. Shelburne's lectures and
targeted exercises, will bring this subject alive.

Art & Music
Creating Art:

Kindergarten Art Cards (5"x 7") $9.95
Kindergarten Art Posters (11"x 17") $35.00

Lessons &
Projects for the
Grammar Stage

First Grade Art Cards (5"x 7") $9.95
First Grade Art Posters (11"x 17") $35.00
Second Grade Art Cards (5"x 7") $9.95
Second Grade Art Posters (11"x 17") $35.00

Art Cards & Posters

Enrich your child's primary education with beautiful pieces of art from the most influential
artistic movements in history, including the Renaissance, Romanticism, Impressionism, and
more! These supplements are coordinated with our primary Classical Core Curriculum sets.

Grades 5+

Memoria Press
Offer: $49.95
(2 DVDs totaling more
than 4 hours)

Supplementary articles, interviews, and notes are available
on Professor Carol's website.

This curriculum is designed to
challenge students and to develop
an appreciation for art. Students
will begin with color theory and basic art techniques.
They will create projects that relate to literature,
science, Mesopotamian and Egyptian art, portraits,
landscapes, still life, and much more!

From the Temple through the Middle Ages
with Dr. Carol Reynolds

Grades 8+

Complete Set: $119
(text, workbook, and DVDs)

Text $24.95
Assignments & Quizzes $22.95
DVDs $89.00

Here you will find a description and
explanation of how Christians worshiped God
in song for over a millennia. In addition to the
sheer beauty of the songs themselves, you will
learn how musical notation developed, who
the great Christian composers were, and how
historical circumstance affected the musical
worship of the Church. DVDs include
musical performances and Professor Carol's
unparalleled commentary.

Discovering Music:

Music Appreciation

300 Years of Interaction in Western Music,
Arts, History, and Culture
with Dr. Carol Reynolds

Grades 8+

Complete Set: $149
(Course Book, DVD set, Teacher
Manual CD)

Course Book $29.95
DVD Set $106.10
Teacher Manual CD $12.95

1-877-862-1097

This program features DVDs of Professor Carol
as she travels the world using music as the
window into the history of thought and culture,
along with a unit-by-unit Teacher Manual to walk
you through it. Music has always been central
to classical education, and by connecting music
history to political and cultural history, we make
all of history more memorable.
Course also available online. See MemoriaPress.com/
DiscoveringMusic for details.

$19.95

Early Sacred Music:

Exploring America's
Musical Heritage:

Through Art, Literature, and Culture
with Dr. Carol Reynolds
In this course, Professor Carol—along with
38 other historians, scholars, and artists—
takes you on a journey through America's
musical history. When we sing the songs
our great-grandparents learned around a
campfire, read the poems they recited, and
study the paintings or quilts they created, we
visit the past in a tangible way.

Grades 3-4

Grades 3+
Student Book $14.95
Audio Companion
CDs $8.95

This course aims to deepen the student's
appreciation of music by grounding
the greatest pieces in the canon of
Western classical music in their
historical context, and by introducing
the foundational musical concepts of
notation, rhythm, pitch, form, and
melody to give a fuller understanding of
the inner workings of the pieces and of
music in general. The pieces are ordered
mostly chronologically to illustrate the
place each one holds in history and in
the evolution of music.

Art & Music
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What the

Robin
Doesn’t
Know
by Christopher O. Blum

J

on Young is the Sherlock Holmes of the backyard. By watching birds through a
window he can anticipate that a cat will appear. He knows that birds react one way to
a slithering snake and another to a skulking weasel. And he can distinguish among
a half-dozen purposes for a bird's call thanks to his knowledge of what he calls "bird
language." His best-seller What the Robin Knows is a compelling case that we can become
habitually aware of many kinds of biological interactions by attending to the subtle cues
offered by the motions and signals of birds.
Young's book is one of a flock of recent volumes exploring the cognitive lives of animals.
As the number of biologists has grown exponentially in recent decades, and their tools for
observing, recording, and analyzing the activities of animals have improved, so has popular
fascination with the subject. There are good reasons to rejoice in this renaissance of natural
history, not least the one Young celebrates, which is that it is an observational science. If we are
to make gains in understanding animals, then we must dedicate ourselves to the labor of seeing
and hearing them, which will require us to put down our phones and to hone our senses.
Young rightly attests that the "additional skills and perceptions" required of the naturalist can
help to "keep us from sinking into a state of focused self-absorption." He missteps, however,
when he goes on to say that this kind of skilled seeing and hearing keeps us "as alive as
we're ever going to be," as though keen sensing were the height of human excellence.
The new literature of natural history has something of a tragic flaw: It
often exaggerates the intelligence of animals and consequently minimizes the
nobility of human beings. A characteristic example of this fault is found
in Jennifer Ackerman's The Genius of Birds. Writing in a Darwinian
vein, she equates intelligence with the ability to survive, notes the
worldwide profusion of birds and the fact that they outnumber
us by over thirty to one, and then asserts: "To say that humans
are more successful or advanced really depends on how
you define those terms." But this is to pay in bad coin.
When she closes her book with expressions of gratitude,
Ackerman thanks men and women, and one above
all others, noting her debt to various qualities he
possesses, among which figure "wisdom" and
"humor." These are attributes we are not even
remotely inclined to ascribe to a dog or parrot.
Our confidence in the unique dignity
of human beings should not be shaken by
any enumeration of what Ackerman calls
the "sophisticated cognitive abilities"
of birds or of any other animal.
When Jesus said, "you are of more
value than many sparrows"
(Matthew 10:31), He gave
divine confirmation of
something everybody
knows, even if some
will persist in denying it in
speech. Attending to what the
Robin doesn't know can help us to be
Christopher O. Blum is academic dean and professor of
history & philosophy at the Augustine Institute, and the
co-author of Nature's Beautiful Order (p. 62).
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confident in our conviction that we are different and
of a higher order than animals.
The first thing that the Robin doesn't know is that
it is a Robin. Animals do have an impressive cognitive
awareness of their world. They are provided with
instincts that allow them to respond well to threats and
to possible gains, such as sources of food. That awareness
even extends to the recognition of different kinds of
things as presenting those threats or gains, as Young's
example of the wren reacting one way to the snake and
another way to the weasel confirms. But instinctual
awareness is one thing, and knowledge another.
When we come to know what a thing is, we gain
possession of something that transcends our sensory
interaction with the world. Consider the question,
"What is a bird?" Merely to ask and to answer this
question is to take flight into the world of universal

we must know at the level of universal ideas. There is
something charming about Geico's mascot, the talking
gecko lizard, precisely because we know that "lizard"
and "speech" are two concepts that don't go together.
And that takes us to the second thing that the
Robin doesn't know: contradiction. We human beings
are sensitive to few things as much as contradiction.
We don't even like being told that we are wrong
about something entirely trivial, like the name of the
last World Series MVP.
"It was Anthony Rendon."
"No, it wasn't. It was Stephen Strasburg."
"No, it was Rendon—he hit that home run in game seven."
And so on, with tempers flaring until at last
someone appeals to Google. We especially don't
like the kind of contradiction that is involved in
someone saying one thing and doing the opposite.
The limit case of such behavior is the
intentional lie: Someone says, "I love
you" but then does "I don't love you."
Nothing cuts so deeply into a human
The new literature of natural history often
life as that. But no Robin is troubled
by being lied to, because it doesn't
exaggerates the intelligence of animals and
know that it has been. No, Robins are
troubled by things like ice storms,
consequently minimizes the nobility of human beings.
weasels, and cats.
The third thing that a Robin
doesn't know is what Ackerman
captured by praising her friend for
ideas, concepts that have a certain perch in our
his wisdom. We human beings do have instincts, but if
sensory interaction with the world but at the same
we follow them unreflectively we generally end up in a
time are essentially aloft in the realm of "thinking."
ditch. Unlike the Robin, we must not only learn to thrive
For a simple proof of this point, close your eyes
in the physical world of survival, but also to navigate
and picture to yourself a bird. To picture a bird in
the kingdom of truth. To be sure, we must acquire many
your mind is simply a recollection of past sensory
skills that are closely tied to our five senses, as, for
interactions. Because you have seen many kinds of
instance, the various skills involved in housekeeping
birds, you may even specifically picture a penguin, an
and husbandry. Yet the most important quality for us to
ostrich, or a cardinal. But considering the universal
attain is surely that of the ability to treat with our fellow
idea of what a bird is moves beyond that. You can
human beings through speech in such a way that we
picture a bird of a specific shape and color and size,
come to shared convictions about courses of action that
but the concept of "bird," what it means to be a bird
we need to take together. Sometimes those convictions
(encompassing all birds of all shapes and sizes and
are framed by one party and merely understood and
colors), is beyond the function of sensory interaction
complied with by others, as when a coach gives a
with the world. It requires you to think. Whenever we
set of instructions to a team. Often, however, such
think, we operate not merely at the level of the senses
convictions are arrived at by conversation and result in
but cross the threshold into the kingdom of truth.
a free agreement to pursue a common goal. This ability
The sense of humor that Jennifer Ackerman
to deliberate effectively and thus reliably to attain the
attributes to her friend is another sign of the existence
things of which we stand in need, especially friendship,
of that threshold. To find something humorous is to be
is a large part of what we mean by wisdom. And Robins
struck by an incongruity. It is our ability to recognize
neither have it nor need it. They are as "alive as they are
the incongruous that Geico and other companies rely
ever going to be," to return to Young's formulation, by
on to sell us what are otherwise entirely unhumorous
the exercise of their impressive instincts. But if we are to
things. But to recognize incongruity we must first
be fully alive, we must recognize that our lives unfold in
be in contact with what is real and normal. That is,
the kingdom of truth.
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Christian Studies
Grades 3-6
Student $17.95 ea.
Teacher $20.95 ea.
Golden Children's Bible $19.99
Memory Verse Flashcards $15.95
Old Testament Flashcards $12.95
New Testament Flashcards $12.95

Christian Studies I-III

$155.00 set

Christian Studies I: All Major Bible Stories up to the Entry into Canaan
Christian Studies II: The Rise and Fall of Israel, the Period of the Prophets
Christian Studies III: All Major New Testament Stories

(Christian Studies I-III student &
teacher, Golden Children's Bible,
New Testament, Old Testament, and
Memory Verse Flashcards)

Grades 6-8

This series thoughtfully guides your students through The Golden Children's Bible,
teaching them the fundamentals of Bible stories, history, and geography, with solid
detail at a manageable pace. This is a three-year Bible reading course that builds faith
by teaching salvation history as real history.

Reader $11.95
Student $17.95
Teacher $20.95

Student Book: 30 lessons; weekly memory verses; maps & timelines; 5 review lessons & tests; comprehension, drill,
and discussion questions; references Golden Children's Bible page numbers as well as actual Scripture references.
Teacher Manual: Insight and background for each lesson; additional discussion, composition, and research prompts.
The Golden Children's Bible: Chosen for its simplified, but poetically appealing King James text along with its
beautiful, accurate, and age-appropriate illustrations. This is important because we believe students should learn
to revere the Bible as a sacred book, distinct from stories with cartoon heroes.

Grades 9+

Grades 8+

Text $10.00
Student $11.95
Teacher $12.95

Text $16.99
Student $14.95
Teacher $16.95

The Wars of the Jews:

The Fall of Jerusalem by Josephus
"There will not be left a stone upon a stone." Our
children may know Christ's prophecy, but do they
learn about its fulfillment? Josephus, a Jew turned
Roman citizen, is regarded as the most trustworthy
source on the destruction of Jerusalem in 70 A.D.
A follow-up study of Scripture and an introduction
to the history of Christianity.

This course takes students back through
the highlights of the Bible, and reviews
drill questions, memory passages, and
more! It can serve as a review course for
Christian Studies I-III or as a survey study
of the Bible. Our Reader gives students an
overview of each book of the Bible.

The Story of Christianity: A History of
2,000 Years of the Christian Faith
by David Bentley Hart

David Bentley Hart gives a scholarly but
readable portrait of the Christian Church,
from its origins in Judaism to the "house
churches" in contemporary China.
This overview is perfect for study before
delving into the more difficult church
historians such as Josephus and Eusebius.

Grades K-2
Guide $12.95
Bible $29.99

Christian Studies Enrichment:
The Story Bible

This guide facilitates oral discussion for each
Story Bible lesson.

Grades 9+

Grades 10-12

Grades 8+

Student $17.95
Teacher $20.95
The Early Church $18.00
The History of the Church $19.00

Text $17.00
Student $17.95
Teacher $20.95
Quizzes & Tests
$5.00

Text $9.95
Student $11.95
Teacher $12.95

History of the Early Church

Continue on from a historical study of the
Hebrew people to an investigation of the history
of the Church. This was so evidently necessary
to Christians of the 4th century that one of their
own, Eusebius, the bishop of Caesarea, wrote the
first book to recount the struggles and victories
of the first followers of Christ. In this year-long
course, Chadwick's The Early Church is used
as the main text, and students are directed to
Eusebius' The History of the Church when ancient
testimony is appropriate.

1-877-862-1097

Christian Studies IV: Chronological
Overview of the Bible

The City of God

by St. Augustine, Vernon J. Bourke ed.
City of God, arguably Augustine's
greatest book, is the source of some
of Western society's greatest and most
cherished beliefs. The book serves as
the cultural fountainhead of all that
followed, and it is unlikely that it will
ever be equaled. The Teacher Guide
contains helpful chapter summaries
as well as a thorough introduction to
teaching this course effectively.

Acts of the Apostles (King James Version)
The history of Christianity, particularly that of
the early Church, is something every Christian
should know. But when we discuss what books
about the history of the Church we should
read, we often forget the most important and
informative book: The Book of the Acts of
the Apostles. Here is the exciting story of the
travels, the teachings, and—in many cases—
the martrydoms of the apostles themselves,
as told by the author of the Gospel of Luke.
Christian history starts here.

Christian Studies
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Math

Rod & Staff Grade 2 Arithmetic

Rod & Staff Grade 3 Arithmetic

Student Book Unit 1 $5.25
Student Book Unit 2 $3.50
Student Book Unit 3 $5.25
Student Book Unit 4 $4.50
Student Book Unit 5 $4.50
Teacher Manual, Units 1-2 $7.95
Teacher Manual, Units 3-5 $10.95
Blacklines $10.25

Student Book
(with Supplemental Worksheets) $14.95
Teacher Manual
(includes Worksheets Key) $15.95
Blacklines $4.50
Speed Drills $4.90

Rod & Staff Grade 4 Arithmetic

Rod & Staff Grade 5 Arithmetic

Rod & Staff Grade 6 Mathematics

Student Book $14.95
Teacher Manual Part 1 $11.95
Teacher Manual Part 2 $11.95
Tests $2.25 | Speed Drills $4.90
Speed Drill Packet $9.50

Student Book $14.95
Teacher Manual Part 1 $11.95
Teacher Manual Part 2 $11.95
Tests $2.25
Speed Drills $4.90

Student Book $14.95
Teacher Manual Part 1 $11.95
Teacher Manual Part 2 $11.95
Tests $2.25
Quizzes and Speed Tests $4.50

Rod & Staff Grade 1 Arithmetic
Student Book Part 1 (3rd Ed.) $6.95
Student Book Part 2 (3rd Ed.) $6.95
Practice Sheets (3rd Ed.) $16.50
Teacher Manual (3rd Ed.) $20.95
Speed Drills (3rd Ed.) $4.90

College of the Redwoods
Prealgebra

Numbers
Books

Textbook $20.00
Solutions Manual $20.00
Quizzes & Tests $9.95
Quizzes & Tests Answer Key $5.00

$30.00
(2-book set)
See p. 43 for more
information!

FlashKids Flashcards
$3.95 ea.

VideoText Algebra: A Complete Course
With a primary focus on the "why" behind math concepts, VideoText Math takes students on a complete journey
through algebra using mastery-review techniques to fully explore the language of mathematics and algebraic
relations. Students watch a ten-minute video that develops each lesson's concept while they follow along with
their Course Notes, and then complete the exercises in the WorkText. Progress Tests help gauge student mastery
throughout the year, with multiple forms of each quiz and test available if your student needs a little extra practice.
The Instructor's Guide provides step-by-step instructions for solving the problems on each test, while the Solutions
Manual does the same for the WorkText. A toll-free helpline is also available,
giving you access to knowledgeable help if you need it.
Complete Set $399

(online course + books for modules A-F)

Year One Set $235

(online course + books for modules A-C)

Year Two Set $235

(online course + books for modules D-F)
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Math

The VideoText program addresses two of the most important aspects of
mathematics instruction. First, the inquiry-based video format engages
students in the concept-development process. Second, the "why" of each
incremental concept is explored in detail, using no tricks or shortcuts and
ensuring students understand completely.

Geometry course also available!
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